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'I'he meeting was called to order at 3.05 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 50 (continued) 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECLARATION ON THE STRENGTHENING OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY: 

REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

Mr. PALMA (Peru) (interpretation from Spanish): Eight years ago the 

Assembly adopted a Declaration intended to reaffirm the purposes and principles 

of the Charter of our Organization and to define the areas in which more 

concrete action by States was required to implement its provisions. 

Nevertheless, the provisions of the Declaration on the Strengthening of 

International Security have not been observed broadly enough or with the 

necessary will to make them fully effective and to base upon them a renewed 

united effort among all States. 

In this respect it is regrettable to note that the practices that are 

most openly in conflict with the purposes and principles of the Charter - so 

vitally summarized in operative parE.graph 2 of the Declaration - continue to 

be in current use and to create situations that should give rise to grave 

concern. Power politics, attacks against the territorial integrity and 

political jndependence of States, attempts to solve international disputes by 
l~' 

force, ov~rt and covert acts of intervention in the internal affairs of States, 

failure to comply with international commitments, economic and financial 

pressures, and difficulties concerning agreement on effective co-operation 

procedures provide some proof that as far as the strengthening of 

international security is concerned a great deal still remains to be done. 

For all these reasons, it is altogether proper that questions related to 

the Declaration should be aired in this Committee so that no doubt may remain 

about the predominant will to give effect to the postulates of the Declaration. 
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Our world, which is coming ever closer to the objective of universality 

in international relations, has not, despite a measure of ideo-political 

tolerance, found the means to agree on its inevitable and necessary 

interdependence. 

Therefore, we cannot fail to take into account certain links which are 

becoming increasingly evident as we continue our review. There should be no 

doubt that the strengthening of international security goes hand in hand with 

the elimination of colonialism and the possibility of giving an impetus to 

the process of development and of initiating disarmament. 

While each of these important objectives is itself of unquestionable value, 

it is equally clear that they complement and supplement each other. If, as is 

clear from the Final Document of the special session devoted to disarmament, 

an increase in armaments has not brought about an increase in security, 

there is nothing to prevent us from exploring the possibilities of increasing 

security by means of the limitation and progressive reduction of armaments. 

At the same time, a reduced military expenditure would release resources, not 

only in financial terms but also in other important sectors, which should not be 

difficult to allocate to the overriding aims of development, This in turn cannot 

but benefit from better prospects of co-operation among States, facilitated by the 

lower level of recognized risk which progress in this field should make possi1)Jc: ~ 

We are not unaware that this suggestion may appear to be utopian, and yet 

what more reasonable or even rational alternative exists, when over-abundance 

of arms, mistrust and power have clearly proved to be ineffective? 

We therefore believe that building international security is the everyday 

task of all peoples. It is a matter of making progress a little at a time and 

of being ever watchful for opportunities to consolidate it by using the 

procedures established under the Charter, of which we should never lose sight. 

AccordiLgly, the elements contained in the draft resolution once again 

submitted by the Group of the non-aligned and developing countries, give 

each State an opportunity to consider its own conduct in regard to strengthening 

international security. 
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If we were to list some of these factors in order of importance our 

preference would, after the reaffirmation of the purposes and principles of 

the Charter, in regard to which one cannot insist too much, go to the special 

session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament and to the increasingly 

urgent need to establish the New International Economic Order. 

We have had an opportunity to speak about the special session during our 

consideration of agenda item 125. Suffice it to reiterate that we consider it 

to be a far-reaching event which has generated a momentum that must not be lost 

but~ on the contrary, should be reflected in specific achievements which we 

hope will not be delayed, slnce otherwise we shall frustrate not only the 

efforts made but also the expectation of our peoples. 

As regards the establishment of a New International Economic Order, we 

consider it regrettable that, for one reason or another, agreement on 

positions, even on questions of procedure, are constantly encountering serious 

difficulties. The development problem is a structural one, and it is the 

-,t.ructure which has to be changed, with the co-operation of all, because it is 

ill this change for the better that there is hope for the great majority of 

our f><::oples who today face daily the insecurity inherent in underdevelopment. 

This Committee is also considering a draft resolution on non-interference 

in the internal affairs of States. As is known, this is a problem which is of 

serious concern to a large number of countries, and we are sure that it will 

receive support from the international community. 

The delegation of Poland has brought us an initiative~ which we have been 

pleased to co-sponsor, regarding the preparation of societies for life in peace. 

In the simplest terms, the key aim of this proposal, we believe, is based on 

the certainty that sooner or later we reap that which we sow. Even though we 

believe that societies in themselves are prepared to live in peace, there is 

nothing to prevent the lofty ideals which sustain them from being properly 

promoted. Support for this idea, in the opinion of our delegation, involves 

the praiseworthy conviction that peace and war, co-operation and suspicion, 

are not things which simply happen but are the result of a series of decisions. 

To promote those worthy of being furthered is the task of us all, and the 
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innermost feelings of each people has much to do with it. Recent history shows 

the dismal results of attempt to condition entire societies for war. Hence, 

there is nothing to prevent us from devoting a little action and thought to 

peace. Perhaps a great deal more may depend on it than we can at present imagine. 

Our country, which has a ~roven, peaceful, diplomatic and pluralistic 

vocation, has at all times reiterated its commitment to work, from its 

political, conceptual, moral and non-aligned position, towards democracy in 

international relations. 

We are at one with those who struggle for the liquidation of colonialism, 

neo-colonialism and racial discrimination, and we are in favour of the 

prevalence of justice ln the international field, which must be derived from 

the setting in motion of the process of general and complete disarmament and 

the establishment of the New International Economic Order. 

Our region, which is not excluded from tensions and serious differences, 

no more than any other region, nevertheless expects an improvement in legal 

and political initiatives such as the military denuclearization of Latin America 

and others intended to strengthen international security, disarmament and 

co-operation, and among these it is worthwhile mentioning the renewed efforts 

designed to implement the purposes of the Ayacucho Declaration regarding arms 

limitation. Likewise, the furtherance and consolidation of integration 

agreements, such as the Andean Group, augur well for the progressive development 

of these important methods of regional agreement and action. 

It is our hope that, as we draw near to the tenth anniversary of the 

Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, we can take a 

fresh look at its contents and review with an open mind the opportunities it 

gives us to make our contribution to this common endeavour, the benefits of 

which will also accrue to all. We hope that as we approach the third millenium 

of our era a new era of enlightenment and peace, in which the creative 

possibilities of our race may live up to their capabilities, will also draw 

near. 
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Mr. TIIVAS (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish): One of the more 

positive features of the special session devoted to disarmament was the 

similarity of points of view of a large number of delegations on the need to 

change the thinking of peoples regarding the problems of war and international 

security. The threat to peace is to be found in the attitudes, fears and 

aspirations of human beings and not exclusively in the arsenals which the 

peoples of the earth continue to stockpile to the detriment of well being and 

social development. The disarmament of minds is the indispensable condition 

to ensure that the spectre of war and total extermination does not continue to 

cast a shadow on the horizon of contemporary man. Without decisive action on 

the minds of men, efforts made so far represent nothing 9 as so far they have 

done nothing to lessen the risks of war by cuts in military budgets and arms 

reduction aimed at achieving progress towards the distant goal of general and 

complete disarmament. 
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We all know that in today's complex world, where conflicts of interest 

of persons, groups and nations are the salient feature, everything seems to 

lead to violence and confrontation as a means of solving problems. Such 

a reaction is not inevitably a congenital feature of man, as claimed by the 

exegetes of biological determinism. Human behaviour is largely learnt a.1d 

moulded by social and cultural factors, within the obvious limitations imposed 

by nature. That being so, we must sadly conclude that the history of mankind 

has not been very effective in preparing people for peaceful coexistence and 

civic solidarity. Internationally, the situation has been more serious for 

lack of a clear conception enabling the spiritual training of the world's 

citizens in the values of universal coexistence and the ideal of peace as a 

way of life and a basis for the enjoyment of all other human rights. 

Although the right to live in peace is the indispensable foundation for 

the guarantee of all the attributes which the international community has 

recognized in man, that same international community must take appropriate 

measures so that the sought-after peaceful coexistence will constitute an 

inescapable obligation of the States Members of the United Nations. From this 

point of view. education for peace is an endeavour which must have the 

encouragement of the United Nations and the firm co-operation of all Gover1~ents. 

The initiative of the Government of Poland, which my delegation has 

supported from the outset, and of which we are a sponsor - the proposal contained 

in document A/C.l/33/L.58- comes at a good time to fill a major vacuum in the 

literature of international relations. The draft declaration on the preparation 

of societies for life in peace recognizes, first and foremost, the absolute 

priority of the right to live in peace for the effective guarantee of all 

other rights; it reiterates the principle which from the outset guided the 

Organization - that wars begin in the minds of men - and that that must be the 

starting point in building a world of peace. It also emphasizes the importance 

of education) in its broadest application, for the development of values and 

attitudes likely to consolidate peace. These fundamental considerations 

warrant the interest aroused by the draft declaration and make us optimistic 

about the impact which it will have on the future action of our States. 
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My delegation considers that one of the individual features which most 

affect the war-like attitude of persons and societies is intolerance in all 

its forms. Intolerance, as a characteristic of human conduct, is the product 

of a type of education that limits opportunities for the development of the 

personality and impedes coexistence. Non-acceptance of pluralism and 

variety in every aspect of social life lessens and impoverishes people and 

societies and thus creates conditions propitious for violence and confrontation. 

In contrast, tolerance opens up horizons of social solidarity and guarantees 

the solution of conflicts by way of understanding and negotiation. 

However, tolerance is not a spontaneous feature in the formation of the 

personality, but rather of value acquired through the educational process, 

both formal and informal. Hence it is most important that the philosophy of 

education and the means and instruments to implement it be in accord with the 

principles of tolerance required by national societies and the international 

community. 

My deleGation trusts that the appeal to all States contained in draft 

resolution A/C.l/33/1.58, will yield positive short-term results. That 

appeal for Governments to implement the principles of the draft declaration 

recognizes the multiplicity of factors in the educational process, and in 

information activities and the preparation of teaching methods; it expressly 

declares the need for due respect for the constitutional rights of the 

citizens of every State, for family responsibilities and for the contribution 

of various public and private institutions in the field of education. 

Just as education is the responsibility of an entire society in each 

particular nation, education for peace, guided by the noble principles 

contained in the draft declaration, must be the fundamental responsibility of 

the international community. Because we are convinced of this, we believe 

that, as has already been requested in this debate, the proposal of the 

delegation of Poland will be approved by an enthusiastic consensus in this 

Committee. 
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tJr. MARTYNENKO (UY.rainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from liussian): The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR attaches great im~ortance 

to the question of implementing the Declaration on the Strengtheninc of 

International Security, since these matters affect one of the main orientations 

in United Nations efforts at ensurinc peace. 

In present international relations there is no more important and ur~ent 

task than the strengthening of peace and security, promoting disarmament and 

consolidating and deepeninr; the process of detente in international affairs~ 

on the basis of recognition of and respect for the equality of all States. 

In this connexion, the illcrainian SSR fully shares the view expresseli by 

other delegations that implementation of the provisions of the draft declaration 

\Wuld, to a large extent~ help to promote the further development of :positive 

processes throughout the world aimed at making international detente a global 

and all~encompassing phenomenon, and at strengthening universal peace and 

the security of peoples. 

n1erefore~ it is quite logical that the dynmaic development of detente in 

international affairs has been acknm-rledged and is bein3 supported at present 

by peoples and Governments of the overwhelming majority of countries of the 

world as the only rational course. 

Detente has already become the foundation of international relations among 

a mnnber of States and has affected many aspects of their lives. A polic:',r of peace, 

the consolidation of friendship, and mutual understanding and co-·operation among 

Stfftes are the only natural alternatives to the dangerous and unpromising policy 

of teetering on the brink of nuclear catastrophe. Now the question is lThether 

mankind, through its joint efforts, llill be able to strengthen and develop all 

the favourable changes which have been achieved in international political 

affairs e.nd not allou any return of the cold war and the danger of a global 

catastrophe. It is essential that detente be comprehensive in nature and that 

it be extended to all continents of the i·Torld. 

The Declaration adopted on 23 November this year by the member States parties 

to the Harsaw Pact contains some very important a11d constructive proposals by the 

socialist countries in such fields as the development of the process of detente, 
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disarmament, the strengthening of peace and security and the expansion of 

internatio!lal co .. operation. The socialist countries have appealed to all 

European States and to all other States and peoples of the world to take a 

number of collective, specific steps and to join their efforts in discharging 

one of the main tasks of the present day - strengthening peace - on which 

depend the lives, labour and future of all people~ whatever the social systems 

they live under, whatever the continents to which they belong, and whatever the 

level of their economic development. He would appeal to all States to respond 

to that call and to undertake joint efforts to ensure a durable peace, security 

and broad international co-operation. 
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In the opinion of the Ukrainian SSR, the United Nations is an important 

international tool to stimulate joint action by Member States to strengthen 

internatjonal peace and security for peoples of all continents. A significant 

step in that direction was the adoption by the thirty-second session of the 

General Assembly of the Declaration on the Deepening and Consolidation of 

International Detente, the provisions of which should be firmly and 

unswervingly observed by all States. 

At the present time, one of the most important and urgent tasks which 

if solved would serve the interests of the entire world is the cessation of 

the arms race and the transi~ion to genuine disarmament. International 

detente and all the positive political processes that are related to it can 

be genuinely stable only if they are backed up by effective steps to bring 

about military detente and reach new specific results in the field of 

restricting the arms race and bringing about disarmament. However, if that 

is to come about it is essential that political will and consistent and 

joint action be undertaken by all States. There are so many arsenals of 

death-dealing weapons in the world at present that were they to be used life 

on the entire planet would be threatened. 

Those who oppose detente and disarmament have recently been stepping up 

their undermining activities. That is shown by the decision adopted in 

May of this year by States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) to increase their military expenditure and supply their armies with 

new systems of weapons. World public opinion is also deeply alarmed in 

connexion with the plans being hatched to produce a new variety of nuclear 

weapons, that is the neutron bomb. If those plans were to be carried out 

and were other new forms and systems of weapons to appear, not only would 

that spell the beginning of a new upsurge in the arms race and a consequent 

increase in the military threat but it would also complicate any practical 

solution to the problems of disarmament and disrupt international security. 

A significant event in international life was the holding of the 

special session of the United Nations General Assembly on disarmament. It 

took stock of the results of the many years of struggle by all peace-loving 

forces for disarmament and laid down the long-term purposes and priority 
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matters in that area.. The Ukrainian SSR fully supports the very realistic 

proposals and practical) constructive steps which were described in the 

docu:,nent submitted at the special session by tbe Soviet Union on practical 

ways and means of putting an end to the arms race and consiJ.ers that, if 

acted on and provided there was the political '.rill on the part of all those 

participatinG in the talks, that would, to a large extent, help in bringing 

about a radical solution to the most important problems of disarmament right 

up to general and complete disarmament itself. 

The cause of disarmament has also been served by a new specific initiative 

of the Soviet Union at the current session of the General Assembly on the 

conclusion of an international convention on the strengthening of guarantees 

for the security of non-.nuclear States. The most important thing now is 

to realize in practice the recommendations of the special session and to 

turn from words to deeds. An important and necessary llJpetus in this connexion 

would be provided by the prompt convening of a >rorld disarmament conference 

with the participation of all States. 

At the sar:J.e time, recent events have sh01m that in the international 

arena very dangerous changes for the cause of peace are occurring and are 

impeding the further development of the positive trends. In their struggle 

aGainst detente, influential forces have been activated, trying with the 

help of slanderous myths about the so-called Soviet threat to return the 

irorld to the cold-war period, step up the arms race and destroy the edifice 

of international co-operation that has been built. Imperialism cannot 

give up its policy of regarding international processes exclusively 

through the prism of its mm colonialist concepts and notorious spheres of 

influence. 

Dangerous trends for the development of detente can also be seen in 

the policy of those imperialist circles which encourage and support 

fascist, racist and other reactionary regimes ancl. at the same time, under 

the fictitious pretext of protecting human rights, are trying to intefere 

in the internal affairs of the socialist and developing countries. 
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Renewed activity on the part of those who oppose peace and disarmament 

can be explained by the fact that the process of detente has now reached 

such boundaries that if it moves beyond them it might make that process an 

irreversible one that would bury once and for all the plots of those who are 

enemies of peace and security of peoples. 

The task of strengthening peace and security, and the development of the 

process of normalization in international relations require joint action on 

the part of all States Members of the United Nations and all those forces 

in the present-day world that are vitally concerned with strengthening 

peace and are prepared to give a resolute rebuttal to those who oppose 

detente, peace and disarmament. 

An important step in mobilizing the efforts of all mankind so as to maintain 

and strengthen peace and effectively to bring about international co-operation 

in this area would be the adoption at the present session of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations of a declaration on educating pe~ples in the 

,pirit of peace. Therefore, the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR fully 

.;upports the draft resolution on this topic which has been submitted by the 

delegation of the Polish People's Republic and .urges that it be 

unanimously approved. 

As has been frequently emphasized by the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR, 

one of the most important steps in strengthening international security is the 

elimination of existing international conflicts. The Ukrainian SSR shares 

the deep concern expressed by States Members of the United Nations in 

connexion with the continued existence of crises and sources of tension in 

various parts of the world which threaten international peace and security. 

When participating in the work of the United Nations Committee on the 

Exercise of the Inalienable Ri~hts of the Palestinian People and the 

United Nations Special Committee against Apartheid, the Ukrainian SSR followed 

with great attention and alarm the events that are occurring in the Middle East 

and the southern part of Africa. We share the view of other delegations to 

the effect that the situation in the Middle East cannot be settled by partial 

or separate deals which overlook the main causes of the conflict and are 
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concluded behind the back of the Arab peoples and despite their legitimate 

rights and interests. Those acts of capitulation which would consolidate 

the fruits of Israeli agsression are aimed at undermining a just and 

comprehensive settlement and at destroying peace and security. 

A genuinely just and durable settlement can be achieved only on the 

basis of the withdrawal of Israeli troops from all the Arab territories 

occupied in 1967, the principle that the legitimate rights of the Arab 

people of Palestine be restored, including their right to self-determination 

and to establish their mm State, and on the basis of e:uaranteeinc; the right 

to a secure existence for all Stctes in that area. For that purpose it 

is essential that the work of the Geneva Peace Conference be resumed as 

quickly as possible, involving the participation of all the parties 

concerned and including the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), 

the legitimate representative of the Arab people of Palestine. 

The Ultrainian SSR has consistently favoured the elimination of the 

system of aparthei0. in the Republic of South Africa, the racist regime in 

rthodesia and the transfer of authority to the people of Zimbabwe, as 

embodied in t:1.e Patriotic Front, as well as the immediate~ unconditiona! 

ru1d complete departure of the South African Republic from Namibia and the 

transfer of power to the genuine representatives of the people of that 

country in the person of the South Vest Africa People 1 s Organization (S~ffiPO). 

He are also ago..inst any attempts to foist on the people of South Africa 

neo-colonialist decisions that are alien to them. 
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He cent events, ~'o.rticularly in J',frica and in Asia llave evidence<l the 

tremendous importance e.nd the urc;ency and tin:.eliness of the resolution 

adopted at tlle thirty-second session of the United nations on 

non-interference in the internal affairs of States. The forces of in:perialis;,,, 

colonialisr,l and reaction are continuinc; to pursue a policy of domination, 

re:<_nession and inequality. 

The military ~'rovoc:~tions v:hich uere perpetuated ac;ainst i\ngola and 

other Africrn c01mtries, overt threats acainst heroic Viet IJ<:1m, the attenipts 

to unleash international conflicts and to ')rovo' c hostility betucen 

countries >vhich have recently becor.1e .Lree, 11.::-.s increased international 

tension and ~1-<S create(l ne\T sourc,_s of uar. 

All this quite lec;L.inately causes concern amonc; all peace-loving 

States. A nevl and. danc;erous factor in Africa is the fact that certain 

\·!estern Powers have no1·1 proceeded to ..:!ollecti ve, ae:;gressivc ancl r,rili tary 

Emd political f'.ctions, under the cover of fictitous assertions about the 

so-called involvement of the socialist cmmtries. In events in Africa end 

inventions about the Soviet threat, the forces of colonial imperialism and 

reaction are in fact carryinc; out direct interference in the interrnl affairs 

of that continent. They are trying to form all sorts of military c;roups. 

They are co-operatinc; 1Iitll the racist rec;imes by the force of arms ,and ivi th 

the help of hirelinc;s ::tnc-:. I':ercenaries they n.re tr~"ing to put c"..m:u tlle no.tionrcl 

liberation novcnent in the southern part of Africa, and to restore on that 

continent the colonialist c"'cordnation -vrhich they J.1ave lost, or to foist it 

on thelll ill a neu neo-colonialist :•:-d~f'..t"l.:. 

Such actions are frauc;"ht uith & threat to cletente anti. 

to international peace and security, and nrc inconp,~.tible uith the Lost 

ir.portant prii.1ci:;)le of the Charter of the Unitec1 liations and. relations al!:onc 

States, namely, the lJrinci2_)le of non-interference in internal affairs. 
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The Orc;anization of the United Nations could make its mm concrete 

contribution to the strict and universal observance of the relevant principles 

of the Charter of the United i~ations as one of the most ir,r_portant prerequisites 

for the strengthenin[~ of international security ant!. in this way could promote 

the prompt elimination of sources of tension and a peaceful settlement of 

outstandinc., disagreements among individual States by means of ne[;otiation. 

This >rould silll})ly go to serve the cause of international peace and the 

development of co-operation and good-neighbourly relations among States. 

In the ill;:rainian SSR the prohibition of military propaganda has no\T been 

made into a. law and was included in the recently adopted ne"i·r constitution. 

Together -vrith all peace-loving States the Ukrainian SSR will continue to 

favour the further development of detente and strenGthening of international 

security and the achievement of concrete results in the field of disarmament. 

It will favour the conversion into lm.r, in relations among States, the 

principle of the non-use of force; it will favour the conclusion of a worlc:l 

treaty on the non-use of force in international relations and nen-interference 

in the internal affairs of States, in favour of social procress, peace and 

security of all peo)le. 

Hr. BESHARRAFA (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): The item ue are 

now discus sine;, namely, Implementation of the Declaration on the Stren£othening 

of International Security, represents the vital nerve in the process of 

restructuring international relations and is one of the reg_uirer.1ents of the nuclea:r 

era. This is a complex matter with r.1any :::~ccts vr:1ich essPnti0lJy involves 

political, economic and rlllitary factors which are interdependent and 

interconnected in the process of strenGthening international security. 

Furthermore, these factors are linked to the need to comply -vri th the 

spirit and provisions of the Chnrter as Hell as the i~lementation of United 

Nations decisions reflecting the -vrill of the inten1ational community. It is 

incLeec.1 an iter· ivl1ich l12.s "Deer ('iscussed hy our Col<i!Dit":ee since the 

twent"-fourth session. Nevertheless, the international community is suffering 

frOL C. stc:te of r::ro:r:inr ~r_:xiety IT~liCh prec!.ominates beCt:'.USe of the 
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cor,1plexity of the problems, the incree.se in ar.t:lc<J conflicts in vo.rious 

rec;ions of the >rorlc1~ as v1ell as the further 1rideninr: of the r_:;ap bctl'reen 

tl1e :_,oor and the rich societies, the folly of the OX"J.llS race all<l the 

jJre<lominance of the use of force anc1 of fd ts :cccg; ·plis. 

iiy cleler:,ation considers thac one of the :9riL1e.ry factors which led to 

the accumulation of l_Jroblems is to be found in the non-compliance by some 

amonc; us of tl1e provisions of the Charter :mel also the need to inrplement 

Unitecl. t:Tations resolutions, all the IJ.ore so, since the Securit~r Council 

resolutions 2re not implemented rltl1ouc::1 tl1at orgm: h.:..s been c:·u:cf'ssly r.lrulc"'.Gted 

·oy the Charter to maintain international peace anU. security one,_ ITO h.:cve placed our 

confidence in it ns the on··,_n rps·,,nsiblc for r;,·:;:"p· uarc.Ll."" i,:ternational sr,curity. 

'l'he Charter in various places has e111phasizeu the interrelations:dp oet1veen 

security and peace as \.'ell as the links betveen peace and 'i·ra:c and the need 

to establish peace under Article 5 of the Charter, accordinc to \vhich e. 

3t ate, if it co:1ti:-:ucc~ to violate artie: leG of the Cho.rter the 0ni te<l .ietions 

of the Security Council. 

Che.pter VII provides for lileast.n~es to r,!aintain international peace and 

security or to restore peace. .fllthougi1 the Charter contains provisions ancl 

principles rec;arcling the maintenance of international peace and security, we note 

Charter or failure to apply the Charter. Is there any failure in 

international relations 11hicl.1 has leu some of us to fail to comply with 

Charter provisions and h!f)lement United J.~ations resolutions? If v;e consi<ler 

tl1e poli tice~ aspect of our international relations ue note that z .. monc the 

r,1ost alarming clevelopme;.lts is the ezistence of unbalanced reletions among 

States - end. this in cert<..un c:1ses. It goes to the eJ:tremes of do;.:li.nation 

and ]?Olarization. For exw.;ple, a r:roup of non-aliened countries is the 

subject of all kinds of pressures ancl threats, attempts to iPterfcre .into t:i.1eir 

internal affairs in order to r c>.in nev spheres of influence. Lil<:ewise, lThen 
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States attempt to consolidate their independence, they find that their 

sovereignty is threatened by overt and. covert r'eans. All of this ilns 

led to confrontations 1-Thich have influenced rec;ional security in particular 

and inte1~ational security in c;eneral. 

In this respect vre mic;ht asl;;: ourselves, vrhere is the principle of 

non-interference in the internal affairs of States, of settle1:ent of c-:.islJutes 

by peaceful means and of respect for the soverei,rnty of every Gtate? All 

these are principles adopted in resolutions of the United HatioEs General 

Asse~bly at successive sessions and in particular in resolutions 

32/152, 32/153 and 32/154 of the thirty-second session. 
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Our experience in international relations has yieldeG necativc 

results and in some cases those results 1rere bi tte:;.~ ind.ced. ~~hen ue think 

of the need to respect these principles and to apply them we note that 

to date there is no formula to link a declaration of intent with the 

actual n.pplication of that intent. \ihat vre neec' is actunl achiever:ents, 

actual deeds, not n:erel:r declarations, ancl this is a I".atter which has to 

be taken up in the draft resolution submitted under this agenda item. 

The third world cannot accept that some among us arrogate unto themselves 

the right to have the final say~ to bless or not to bless efforts made 

to arrive at peaceful solutions to problems with underlying currents of 

tension, because countries of the third world know where their true 

interests reside and are capable of achieving their goals free from 

foreign pressures and influences. 

Hhen we speak of the positive aspects which are needed to consolidate 

international security, "lve note that the conclusion of a treaty on the 

non-use of force in intc:rac:::.ional relations 1-rill contribute to the 

strengthening of international peace and security because compliance vTith 

the principle of non-recourse to the use of force~ as stated in 

P,.rticle 2 (4) of the Charter, is not onl~' an essential oblication but also 

of the utmost importance in regard to respect for other vital principles 

in international relations such as equality among States, sovereignty of 

States, territorial integrity, the unity of States, non-interference by 

other States and the peaceful settlement of disputes. And,furthermore, 

these questions do not include a continuity in the struggle of peoples to 

accede to independence and to exercise their legitimate rights as well as 

their struggle against racist regimes. 

In order to establish peace and security on secure foundations, 

international confidence is needed and we must lay the foundation 

"lvhich will act as a deterrent to those who do not apply those principles. 

For international confidence ancl. international security to 

prevail we must find just and lasting solutions to pending problems and~ 

in particular, to the problems of the Middle East, of Zimbabwe and Namibia. 

He must put an end to racist regimes and apartheid. Furthermore, these are 
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problems which are not difficult to resolve provided there is a genuine 

political •rill. One of the pillars of the consolidation of international 

security is a deelJenin"" of detente in such a vray that insteac1 of beinG 

bilateral it vrill become vorld-vricle and its effects Hill e~ctend to 

poli tice..l anJ economic aspects and vrill give an i;:npetus to the r.1easures 

adoptec1_ to carry out disarma1nent phases under effective international 

control. 

International detente can be achieved only if 1-re find solutions 

to the political problems 8.l1d if ue put an end to aspects of inequality 

and discrimination~ as 1·rell as all kinds of exploitation, including the 

polarization process; and renounce interference in the internal affairs of 

the countries of the third lTorld. To follov a selective approach in the 

policy of detente in a manner -vrhich excludes certain gec.:;raphical zones~ 

to their detriment~ can never lead to stubili ty in international relations 

on a lonG-term basis because detente must be extended to all regions. 

There is another ··-·tter vhicJ1 C1.eserves ~dell pri01·it~r in conne2:ion vith 

ir..ternational security. Th~t is to sa~· ;ue must recor:'lize thet peace ond. prosperity 

are indivisible and that there is P. close link between under-development and 

lack of political security on the one hand, and between poverty and violence 

on the other hand. LikevTise , there is a spe ci fi c linl\: between security ancl 

clisarmo.ment on the on, hand and tl1e economic develop11ent of countries on the 

other. Hence~ ue l''Ust strengthen the necotiatinc process betueen north and 

south and ensure the success of the New International Economic Order ;vrhich 

is an intecral :;?Ftrt of the strenr~theninc of international security. 

Those are the essential elements for strenc;tllening international 

security. As I have already said, these e-re col"'.plex elements which compler,lent one 

onother :md are linl:P<l to tile r.ecd to col':})ly ui tll tl1e: s::_Ji:::-it and the lE·tter of the 

Charter and the need to implement United Nations resolutions, in particular 

Security Council resolutions. He must c;o beyond the phase of adopting 

declarations on the strenc~heninc of international security to one of setting 

thE tin"-table for the h·,pler'entation of th0 dec:i,sions rlG.opted., il: order 

to achieve our primarJ objective. 
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Egypt, a foundinc; Member of the United Nations, will always act to 

strengthen the role of Orr-,nization end ;rill nnt f:-.:'_1 t· ~-, ,_ -~ ,;,~y~r 

effort sincerely to contribute to strencthening international peace anu 

security. In this continuinc; action we are not acting in a vacuum; -vre 

are acting on the basis of a lengthy experience already acquired and ln 

accordance >-rith the responsibilities w·e assume under the "?ol::.cy of 

non-alirnnent, -vrhich is one of the essential and important factors of 

international balance. 

}ffi. HA Vru~ LAU (VietNam) (interpretation from French): In 

speaking on the item entitled "Strc:nr:thening of international security11
, 

may 1-re first and foremost take a brief retrospective look at the situation 

regarding international security since the creation of the United Nations. 

The paramount goal of the Charter,which appears in paragraph 1 of Article l, 

is to maintain international peace and security. 

However, it must be recognized that during the Jast 33 years 

the world has not known peace and various parts of it have in their 

turn become the theatre of more than 100 colonial and neo-colonial 

w-ars. Because of their aggressive nature and motivated by their own 

selfish interests, imperialism, colonialism, racism and apartheid have paid 

no heed to the principles of the Charter and have not hesitated to use 

the force of arms in order to oppose oppressed peoples exercising their 

inalienable right to self-determination. At the same time, they have 

feverishly indulged in the arms race and in war propac;anda, and endeavoured 

to create and to strengthen military alliances and to heighten international 

tension. 

But, aware as they are of their just cause which is based on the nevr 

principles of international law contained in the Charter, peoples have 

given a worthy response to the imperialists, colonialists and racists. Hith 

all the means in their power the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, 

supported by the forces of socialism and peace-loving and justice-loving 

forces throughout the world, have put up a fierce resistance to the 

oppressors and war-mongers , have inflicted defe1:1.t after defeat on 

them and have forced them to withdra-vr from one position to another. 
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After the clmmfe..ll of the colonial system we are no-vr -vritnessing the 

cruj:blinc ot· tile' neo-colonio..list syst<:r.o. f:~s our Foreirn ::inister snid e.t 

the plenary meetine; of the General "',sse!"il.)J~r on 4 Octouer last: 

"Nowadays, ••• through their multifaceted struGgle and with the 

combined strength of the forces of socialism, national independence, 

uemocracy and peace, tJ.1e people of the -vrorld are more capable than 

ever before of defending peace and defeating every dark scheme of the 

varmongers." (A/33/PV.21 2 p. 27) 

"This is the main trend. in the development of the world situation, 

no matter hmr hard imperialism, in collusion with international 

reactionaries, tries to hinder the advance of oankind." 
11 
••• LL,_ today has further stren[;th:.:ned our confidence in the 

possibility of preventing a new world war and preserving lasting 

peace on our planet." (ibid., p. 26) 

Thus the history of the three decades that have elapsed since the 

end of the Second Horld \-far has clearly brought out the fact that at 

a time uhen there is coexistence among different social systems the 

principles of the Charter designed to ensure interno..tional peace and 

security can be implemented in practice only to the extent that there 

is success in the struggle by the forces supportinr· peace ,national 

independence, democracy and social progress against the aggressive forces 

of imp:2rialism, colonie.lisJ olcl. e.nc. nevr, racism, apartheid, ZionisJr, 

and reactionary forces. \··Te are gratifieC.. that certain replies from 

Gover:1r epts to the Secretary-General in regard to the impler.:~entation 

of the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, 

published in document A/33/217 rene:::. f.c1cl.l, nlso tenr1 to be'1r out vhat w .... have 

said. 
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It is in the context of the historic process to 1rhich we have just 

referred that ;,re must vievr the Declaration of the tvrentieth session of 

the General Assembly, dated 21 December 1965, on the inadmissibility of 

intervention in the doL<estic affairs of States and the protection of their 

independence, r_nd sovereirnty, ;:'"s \~ell as the Decl"rn.ti Gn of the tvrc:nty-fifth 

session of U1e G.:nero.J !'.sse1 ,bly ,d".tecc 16 JJecellher 1970 ,or: t'-1e strer..cthening 

of international security and also the Declaration on the Principles of 

International Law concernin:: :CricD,"ly P.elBtions ::'XHl Co-o;;er~.tion 1:wo:"c ;___,t2.tes 

in accordance with the Chr>rter of tlle T.;nited '1ations. l'J_l tl-J.ese international 

legal instruments represent so many milestones marking the various 

stages in the process of the progressive strengthening of international 

peace and security which have been achieved through the struggle of the 

peoples, each stage consolidating the advantages of the previous stage 

and r>reparing the way for the next stage. 

This, then, is the prevailing tendency, the strengthening of 

international peace and security, which llus been a feature of the 

past three decn<les in the post-i-mr period; 1Jut tl1c :'_h::onles of the ,-orlc 

should not underestimate the dark side of the picture. Despite its 

failures, imperialism has still not given up its policy of force. Far 

from relenting, it has indeed been stepping u~ the arms race and it 

continually unleashes neo-coloni2list wars of aggression and continues 

to maintain tension in the international arena. 

In view of the _ TOirin;: successes ac'J.ievell by tiw :oeoples 

of Africa in general and southern Africa in particular, imperialism and 

its minions have resorted to tl1e most deceitful and :'erfillious manoeuvres. 

They have made constant attempts to interfere in t~1e int<::rnfl.l ~.ff".irs 

of sovereign States of Africa in order to :1-i t one countr~r a,n-p_in::;t 

another and to maintain n'--:c-coloni~ lisP there. Furthermore, at the 

present tine 1-re are witnessing a manoeuvre at the global level: the 

"apostlec of human rights" .-,.rc sovinr:; co~1fusion 8.-Dout the vc,rious concepts 

on this subject in order to use them as pretexts for int-.::rfc::riT'.,r· in 

the internal affairs of other States. 
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This state of affairs should cause peoples to be vigilant. We 

are pleased that in their replies to the Secretary-General rer.arding-

the implementation of the Declaration on the Strengthening of International 

Security r"f'ny Govcrn!'lcnts have :--lso e::presscd their disquiet 

on this subject. 

Another very serious matter in the international arena is the fact 

that, in order to realize their expansionist and hegemonistic designs, 

the international reactionary forces, in closer and closer collusion with 

imperialis1n, are actively endeavouring to undermine international peace 

and security and to violate the independence ;c,nd soverei~Ttty of other 

cotmtries. They are feverishly involved in the arms race; they raise 

a great hull<"'Lb?loo about the "inevitability of vrar" and they continue to 

incite certain countries ~ainst others and to l1el:D various fHscist and. 

reactionary regimes to persecute their peoples. They indulge in diverse 

manoeuvres among the developing countries in order to undermine the unity 

of their national liberation movements and tlv::.t of the novenent of 

the non-aligned countries and to break the links of solidarity which unite 

those countries uith other progressive and revolutionary forces. The 

international reactionary forces are thus trying to distract the peoples 

froc-:1 their r:oal, Fhich is the strucrle for inG.e:;:Je:r..dence, peace, C.err..ocracy 

and social progress, and they engage in sowing confusion between friend 

and enemy, endeavouring to present as an ally the main enemy of mankind, 

which is still represented by imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, 

racism and apartheid. 

How perfidious have been the ranoeuvres and how arrogant the procedures 

they have resorted to in attempting to concert their attacks against 

those countries which, l'erseverinc in their policy of independence and 

non-obedience, have no intention of bowing to their dictates. For this 

purpose, even the ole]. arsenal of (irect nnr]_ indirect teci.miques of intervention, 

pressure, defamation, intimidation and subversion referred to in 

resolution 31/91 of the thirty-first session of the General i\sseLbly 

is no longer sufficient for the international reactionaries. They 
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make use of their ~migr~s and part of the local population that has the 

same origin as those erni,'!res in the cour.tries of C)outh ~.:->.st Asi:"'. ir! Ol'i.:c;r 

-l:;o create pretexts -~'or ;wsti1f' e.c"':;ion:J ":.-iPst cert:'li~ countri:::s , .. ~1icn 

t;lc~r "isl1 to sn'Jju·-OJh·. Thus t~1eir 'i' · is to create instability and 

even perhc.ps to ore;a.nize subversion there for the purpose of furthering 

their policy of great-Pow·er hegemony and expansion in thD.t area. 

My delegation consio.ered it its duty to dravr the attention of the 

Committee to this new· technique for intervening in the internal affairs 

of States -vrhich is beinG used by the internationo.l reactionary forces 

in order to sho-vr thn.t those fo:rces consti tHtc a re.llly sed. om:: 

threat to peace and security in So~th :·.c.st ..!\sia an(;. in the vorlC.~ 

:-;nrl t~w.t t~1c LrtcJ'nation21 coru unity siwulc~ :_;e ~Jart~.culP.r;_;:r 

vi r.;i lant in t! '· ?.t re: ~trc~ .. 

Thus the machinations of imperialism and th8 reactiona~J forces 

run counter to international peace and security; but we are firmly 

convinced that the peoples of the 1-rorl<l, united and vicilru"t, will not 

allmv themselves to be r:Lecei vccl and will be in a :;;>osition to t:u~"':rt 

any manoeuvre on the part of those who are the enenies of international 

peace ru1d security. 
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The Vietnruaese people are fully aware that the struggle that they waged 

in the past, like the one they are vraging at the present time 9 in order to 

protect their national interests is an integral part of the comn'.on struggle 

being waged by peoples of the world for internati0nal peace and security, for 

friendly co-operation among nations, in accordance with the purposes and 

principles of the United Nations Charter. 

As in the past, our Government continues its foreign policy based on 

independence, sovereignty, peace, friendship, solidarity and international 

CO···Operat ion. 

Viet Ham, n. socialist country, invarinbly purs"L:es n. policy 

of solidarity and co-operation with the Soviet Union and fraternal socialist 

countries. The recent Treaty of Friendship and Co-operation bet1veen Viet Ham 

and the Soviet Union marks a further stage in the necessary development of 

those close relations which have for so long existed between our tvo peoples. 

For the Vietr..areese people, r'nothinf, is more precious than independence 

and frcedcnn, as our late President Ho Chi ll1inh stated. The Soviet-Vietnamese 

treaty of friendship will help to preserve our independence and our 

sovereignty. 

Article 1 of the Treaty underlines the essential ~rinciples on which 

relations between the two States are based: independence, sovereignty, 

equality and mutual non-interference in each other's internal affairs. Hith 

these principles, which are entirely in consonance vrith the Charter of the 

United i:Jations and with the non-aliened movement, there can be no doubt that 

this Treaty represents an important contribution to the cause of preserving 

peace and security in South-East Asia and in the world. 

The Socialist Republic of Viet Ham is a member of the non-aligned movement. 

Its foreign policy is in keeping with the principles and goals of that 

movement. Furthermore, w·e advocate the development of normal relations and 

multifaceted co-operation with all other countries, regardless of 

-their political regime, according to the principles of peaceful coexistence 

based on respect for the independence and sovereignty of each country, on 

equality and on mutual interests. 
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In South-East Asia, which has been suffering for many years nm,r .from 

insthbili ty because of numerous imperialist and colonialist acts of ac;gression, 

Viet Nam is no;,r prepared to turn a new page in the history of its relations with 

other countries in that area. As in the -past, it 1vill continue in the future to 

enter into contracts with the countries of that rer,ion tbrough treaties and other 

official ae;reements and to commit itself scrupulously to resrect independence and 

mutual sovereignty, to eliminate wars and confrontations and to refrnin from any 

interference in the internal affairs of each of the other countriPs to settle 

disputes on the basis of peaceful negotiations and to step up both bilateral and 

multilateral co-~operation vrith those countries. 

Fe are very pleased with the relations of good·-neirhbourliness, friendship and 

co-operation which are developing day by day betvreen our country and. those of 

South-East Asia" Striking proof of this can be seen in the recent visits, marked 

by friPndship of Vietnamese leaders to other countries of the rec;ion. The joint 

declarations by our Prime Minister and the Heads of State and Government uf other 

countries of South-East Asia have all conveyed, in a spirit of understanding and 

mutual trust~ the desire of South-East Asia that it should become a zone of peace, 

independence, freedom, neutrality and both a stable and prosperous area responsive 

to the interests of each country, of the region and those of international peace 

and security. 

In conclusion, I should like to pay a tribute to the Polish delee;ation for 

the initiative it took of submitting to our Committee the ver~r important draft 

resolution on the preparation of societies for life in peace, -vrhich vre are very 

honoured to co-sponsor. 

Our delegation hopes that this draft resolution vill b12 fully supported in our 

Committee. 

~1r. PAQUI (Benin) (interpretation from French): At this stage of our 

vTorl~:, it "IWUld be tempting not to speak on disarmament problF>ms since they are so 

closely interrelated that one cannot speak of one item \vithout speaking of the 

others. But as regards the last item on the agenda of our Committee" n~~ely, 

agenda item 50 on the Implementation of the Declaration of the Strengthenin8 of 

International Security, my delegation feels that it must explain its position. 

Indeed, the People's Republic of Benin, which was the victim of a cmrardly and 

savage aggression co:mmitted on Sunday, 16 January 1977 by a horde of mercenaries -
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outlaws whose hands are covered with blood - in violation of the right of every 

people to freely determine its own destiny, of the United Nations Charter and of the 

relevant United l'fations resolutions, attaches :particular importance to the 

uiscussion of this question. 

1iy delegation bt-lieves that one cannot S:!_Jeak o:f international security and 0 a 

for_t1:.9r.L of its strengtheninG so long as the international community is not 

prPnart>d to tHke measures intended to prevent for ever acts of aggression of the 

kind that my country ~nd other progressive African States are exposPd to because it 

would se<'m., from the point o.r view of i11ternational imperialism, that they are 

vrong to ~vant to determine their own destinv. One cannot speak of international 

security and~· .§;_:(Q_r~iori_? of its strf-!np:thf'ning when one knmrs thl'l.t in certain 

countries bPnt on '!-Tar, open -propa?;anda is being carried on by the press and radio 

for the purposP of rPcruiting and training mercPnaries to carry out so-called 

missions iP countries ¥rhich are constantly invited to disarm, that is, to adhere to 

the provisions of the !\!on--Proliferation •rreaty .. which is tantamount to leaving the 

way open to outside provocations and acceptj ng the fact of instability. One cannot 

speak of internRtional security while certain countries continue to maintain arms 

jndustries and encourar:e the manufacturP of the most sophisticated weapons. which 

they test at sites far from the places where they are invented and manufactured. 

For us Africans, one cannot speak about international security so long as 

certain Festern Pmrers. ignorine the profound aspiration of the African people to 

neace and economic and social development_ continue, directly or indirectly, to 

R.SSist the fascist, racist and aggressive regimes of southern Africa by providing 

them with the deadliest and most destructive weapons, even providinf, them with the 

means to ncquire nuclear \veapons .. as though those Powers were not aware of the 

philosophy underlying the nolicy of !lE..~~]lei_g or the acts of aggression which these 

regimes, condemned by the international community, carry out against peaceful black 

populations in Africa. As long as areas of tension continue to exist in Asia, in 

Africa and in Latin America, to speak of the strengthening of international 

security seems to be a myth. Finally" one cannot speak of international security 

vrhen a minority of mankind lives in opulence while the overwhelming majority suffer 

from hunger, malnutrition and undt>rd~velopment . 
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My delegation believes that there cannot be international security without 

the necessary establishment of an atmosphere of confidence among sovereign 

States, large or small. That means that detente cannot be the monopoly of 

certain States" detente must exist for all States, otherwise it ·Hill simply 

be an illusion. 

Because of the tragic situation which my country, the People's Republic 

of Benin, lived through during the aggression of 16 January 1977, my 

delegation believes that, for Africa, this atmosphere of confidence is based 

first of all on the efforts which the most highly armed Pavers - and in 

particular the nuclear-weapon States - vill make tOi·rards r;eneral e.nC. co:rr,plete 

disarmament. Then Western Powers in whose territories there are arms 

industries should exercise rigorous control over them and closely follow· 

the traffic in armaments, above all when this might endanger the lives of 

other populations -vrhich - and this can never be sufficiently stressed ~ 

only aspire to live in peace within the boundaries of their territories. 

In countries where there is open propaganda for the recruitment and training 

of international gangsters called mercenaries, these co~ntri0s should tnke 

appropriate measures to eliminate such practices, vrhich constitute a criE1e 

against humanity and against the right of man to live. We can no longer 

wait until acts of aggression are committed before condemning co',mtries 

which, from near or far, participate in their organization and execution. 

As the United Nations had an opportunity to do in the case of the imperialist 

armed aggression of 16 January 1977 against the people of Benin, what is 

needed is to go to the roots of the evil. It is only tbrough the measures 

... to be taken by those countries to prevent such criE1es that we shall begin 

to have confidence in them. That means that my Government attaches a high 

price to the strict and effective application of resolutions regarding the 

strengthening of international security, and in particular to resolution 

31/91 of 14 December 1976. 
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Speaking more G;enerally of Africa, an atmosphere of confidence betvr~en 

the racist re;;imes and the: other African States must of necessity include 

renunciation of tlle abject policy of §Lpartheid, a strict application of 

majority rule and the implementation of all United Nations resolutions on 

Jihodesia, South Africa and Namibia. That atmosphere between the lvestern Povrers 

and J~frica can only be created when serious and rigorous measures are adopted 

to put an end to their political, economic and military co-operation w·ith the 

South African reBime and when they exercise effective pressure on it. 

To conclude, international security and its strene;theninG will depend 

Oi1 measures which certain Powers -~ the very Pm-rers •-rith an interest 

in maintaining zones of tension, in recruitine; and sending out mercenaries 

Hill have to take in order to establish an atmosphere of confidence within the 

international community and when they have shown their political will to 

recognize tl"is primary truth, namely, that all problems of international 

security can only find genuine solutions when there is general and complete 

disarmament and >vhen a New International Economic Order is established for a 

more just and human world. 

Hr. B~QHBERG (Finland): Today, perhaps more than ever before;) 

com..rnitment to co-operation marks the mainstream of international relations. 

It is true that progress in detente has not always fulfilled the vision of 

steady and uninterrupted progress tovrards solving international problems. 

Dut the thrust is clear. detente has be corte the Cl.ominant rr:OdE' of international 

relations and it has no alternative. 

Althoue;h the lessenine; of political tensions has cleared the way for 

measures in disarmament, substantive progress in curbing and reversing the 

arms race continues to elucle the 'wrld community. 'rhe inadequate progress 

in disarmament is indeed to be deplored. Disarmament and detente are two 

facets of the same pursuit of the international community and, in the long 

run, one can hardly survive without progress in the other. 
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Throu:;hout the years that the strengthening of international security 

hus been discussed in the General Assembly, my delegation has approached the 

item from the viewpoint of its own security considerations. As a small 

country pursuing a policy of neutrality, F'inlanG. has a vested interest in the 

promotion of internationa.l security and the establishment of a more rational 

world order. This interest is all the aore obvious for a country like Finland. 

that relies for its security not on military might but mainly on political 

means and good relations 1vith all States • 

.f\1y delegation has considered >vith great interest the initiative by Poland 

for a declaration on the preparation of societies for life in peace. He see 

:i.n the Polish proposal yet another expression of the desire of Pcland actively 

to promote peaceful patterns of international relations. 

The draft declaration, as we see it, seeks to ~over a wide range of 

activities of the individual, of peoples and States, as well as the international 

community as a 1vhole. Keeping in mind the interdepenc1.ence so characteristic 

of today' s world, and -vrith due regard to the differences in the political and 

legal systems of States, we consider the wide range perspective indeed a idse 

approach. 

The United Nations Charter is a basic ingredient in the draft declaration. 

This is only natural, as the maintenance of peace and international security 

is the crux of the Charter. Another key element in the infrastructure of peace 

to borrow the concept used by the Polish Deputy Foreign Hinister Kulaga in his 

statement last Monday - is the concern and respect for human rights, civil 

and political, economic, social and cultural. T'Therever international crises 

occur, they are not only problems of States, of their security and their 

sovereignty. In the final analysis, they concern the rights of man. 
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We believe that the Polish initiative will prove to be a contribution to 

the implementation of the United Nations Charter and other related international 

instruments. In this connexion, for us and for all Europeans and other 

participants, the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in 

Europe is Emother document of crucial importance. 'I'he Conference 

furnished a framework for co-operation in various fields in a region where 

tensions and conflicts have at times thwarted co-operation between nations. 

The declaration of principles guiding relations among participating States, 

the essence of the Final Act of the Conference, is particularlY relevant to the topi. 

now under discussion. The 10 principles of the Final Act range from recognition 

of the sovereignty of States and refraining from the threat or use of force, to 

respect for human rights and co-operation among States - to mention some. Those 

10 principles have servec and. ;v-ill serve as guidelines for relations among 

States in the European context. The time elapsed since the signing of the 

Final Act has proved their validity in bilateral as well as multilateral relations. 

On the basis of these principles, many of the obstacles that until recently 

remained problematic have been overcome. A growing number of fruitful and 

mutually beneficial exchanges in the political and economic, as well as the 

cultural and humanitarian,fields have been witnessed within the framework 

of the CSCE process. My delegation is confident that European detente, rather 

thru" remaining confined to our continent, has extended its beneficial influence 

to other parts of the world. 
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Hr. FLI'I'JI.l'T (Romania) (interpretation from French) : The Romanian 

dele,r··'".tion vr:i shes to associate itself \·rith the other delegations that have 

spol;:en on the ir·mlt:r•Kntation of the Declarrtion en the Strengtheninr: of 

InternRtional Security and emphasized the r-;reP.t importance of that topic, both 

for each State individually and for the international community as a 1-rhole. 

Tiomania 1 s attitude to'lfrarc1s the 111.ain nroblems of internr:>.tional secm"it~r, as 

contained in the reply sent on 13 July last, now appears as part of the 

Secretary-General's report (A/33/217). 

To have some idea of the direction we should now take to stren~then 

international security, we believe it necessary to start ,fith a realistic and 

clear-sichted analysis of mankind today. 

Socialist Romania believes that a comprehensive analysis of international 

relations reveals that we are at present r,oinp throu~h a ~eriod characterized 

by a gigantic world-wide confrontation between two diametrically opposed tendencies. 

On the one hand, the unshakable will of the broad majority of States, and of 

all peoples in the 'lfTOrld, to do away with the imperialist, colonialist and 

neocolonialist policy of domination and diktat is being confirmed with excentional 

force. The great majority of mankind is firmly resolved to develop in full 

freedom and independence and to implant a new policy in international relations 

in order to achieve full equality among all nations. 

On the other hand, we are disturbed to see that international contradictions 

and the policy of violence and oppression are becoroinr: more accentuated, and that 

the efforts to brinr; about a nevr division of spheres of influence and domination 

are being pursued with a perseverance worthy of a better cause. 
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In viL\c of t"he d;,'.JctiJic aspects of this gigantic confrontation, Romania 

believes that. t '1·c; f11tnre cL~finitely uelongs to the forces of peace, democracy, 

national inclenenclen,~e and nrogress, because it is those forces, after all, which 

predominate ~mel ullich c>re nov in the .'"'scenc1e.nt. They are winning ever more 

important positions; they are becoming increasingly powerful and influential, 

as can be seen froril tbe scale and intensity of the struggle being vraged by 

peoples to decide tlJC;ir cmn futures. 

In tbe opinioll of Homc.mia) it is essential that these forces act in concert, 

1nte:•1:nfv their co·oreration and their efforts, and become increasingly pow·erful 

in order to counter and to foil the Y;olicies of imperialist circles, brinE; 

about a cessation of the ar1ns race, make war impossible and ensure international 

peace and security and the ultimate advent of a world vrithout 1-reapons. 

I]Jr country is convinced that onl::r enPrrretic and resolute 2ction on 

the part of those forces uhi ch luwe a responsible attitude towards the present 

and tovrards the future of mankind ~· and uhich are, in fact, the overwhellning 

majority of mankind _, can put an end to the arms race, consolidate detente and 

ensure a ilCflce£'ul e·:istence for r1an'·ind. 

It is in that conviction that Romania is firmly committed to 1wrJ.<-ing 

tirelessly t.o ensnre: the full implementation of the commitments assumed under 

the Final Act of lie] sinld t,~r those States attendiw,. the T:uropefm 

Gene:ccl Conference so that practical and effective steps can be taken as soon 

as possible to 'Lring about military disengagement and disarmament on the 

European conti11ent. 

'I'o attain that, we beJieve that unstinting efforts should be made, in a 

constructive spi.ci t, ln order ver::/ carefully to prepare for the meeting of the 

States that 1rill be participating in the European General Conference to be held 

in 1980 in 11adrid. 'rhat conference uill have to adopt specific measures in 

order to promote co. -operation among all participating States, and will have to 

nlace n8rt:iC':llRr (o'"nln:·js Oi1. soJvin"" military 'Dro"l:llems in Europe, because unlr~ss 

a solution is found to these problems, it will hardly be possible to ;:;neal: o+> 

real securit:r on that c0ntjnent. 

' 
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As it voices its concern for the fate of interna.tional peace and security, 

it is the belief of the Romanian Government that the proposals 

on disarT1fJnent it hr.s :r;ut forward e.re indet.:d timely. I voulcl 

recall, in this connexion, the Romanian vievs concerni:n,.,. the immeclie.te 

freezing ano subseouent r•J~uct ion of military expenditures, as well as the 

reduction of armec'l forces, start in,.,. vi th the m.ost hifl"hly 

armed States; the undertaking by all States of a commitment not to deploy new 

troops or new weapons on the territories of other countries, coupled with the 

subsequent reduction and eventual total withdrawal of those at present in 

existence until all military bases have been dismantled - above all, nuclear 

bases located on foreign soil; the reduction and cessation of all military 

manoeuvres, particularly those involving the participation of a number of 

States, as well as all shows of force close to the boundaries of other States; 

and the conclusion of a general European treaty on the non-use or 

threat of force, in ·Hhich r:tll f.t?.tes n.ttendine:; the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe would participate. 
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May I take thi-s opportunity to reaffirm once a13ain my country's firm 

position that the security of all States requires as a T'rercC1uisite the 

P.tte.im::ent of P. worlc~ equilibriuu, net by Heans cf strengthenint; roilitary 

blocs or escalating arms but by slowly but surely reducing flilitary activities, 

r..unpmrer and arms in order to create the necessary conditions to do av.ray vith 

militar-:r blocs. It is for that reason that the Romanian Government declared 

its d.iso.pproval in conne::.don vith the decisions adopted by the Council of the 

H"orth Atlantic Treaty Organizat.ion (NATO) at its Hashington session this 

year and expressed the hope that the NATO countries would reconsider their 

decision so that mankind could successful stem the arms race. 

Ny country favours hnd is doing everythinG it can to bring about the 

elinination of NATO ancl.. the Harsaw Pact c.s soon as possible, because it is our 

rrofound conviction that, far from guaranteeing inde~endence, sovereignty, security 

and peace, all 1JJ.ilitary blocs do is preserve a state of tension and :::;uspicion, 

as \ras recently stressed by the President of the Socialist Republic of 

Romania~ Nicolae Ceausescu, in the following 1·rords: ;'The quicker military pacts 

disappear~ the quicker the process of detente will become accentuated and the 

better 1-rill become prospects foJ.: reace throughout the world. 11 

There is no doubt that these problems cannot be resolved unilaterally. 

The dismantling of the two blocs will obviously have to take place at the 

sruae time. It is equally evident that steps taken to bring that about should 

take account of the need to maintain a balanced disposition of forces to 

GUarantee that each and every side has the possibility of defending its 

independence, which necessarily implies the capability to deal with any 

at::gression. But Romania considers that at present there is a sufficient 

degree of equilibrium e.nd that the !'leans -possessed by both the '1arsavr Pact and NATO 

countries, ~s well es other countries, represent a potential far in excess of what 

is necessary. Existing military means can destroy flankind many tiEes over 

and that is an undeniable fact. 

The question which Romania, like many other countries, would ask is the 

follovinc;: Do new means of destruction hav:- to be manufactured and do we 

have ·to strike a balance by intensifying armaments? Or, should we on the 
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contrary place in the forefront of our considerations efforts to put an end 

to this escalating competition in order first of all to stabilize the existing 

situation and then to bring about an equilibrium by gradually reducing armaments 

and military expenditure? The reply that Romania would give is that the 

desirability of security for all peoples quite evidently would indicate not 

the path of intensifying armaments but, rather, reducing them. 

Similarly~ I should like to emphasize the major importance of the 

proposal made by Nicolae Ceausescu, when recently celebrating the sixtieth 

anniversary of the formation of the Romanian National State, regarding the 

establishment between the two European military blocs of a zone where 

neither weapons nor armaments would be deployed and where it would be 

prohibited to carry out any kind of military manoeuvre or demonstration. 

The problems of international peace and security are of concern to mankind 

as a whole. Therefore Romania believes that any action undertaken by 

international public opinion and democratic and progressive forces, 

the intensification of political and diplomatic efforts by Governments and 

States and, above all, efforts by international organizations, both 

governmental and non-governmental, and of mankind as a whole all have a 

particularly important part to play. And it is quite natural that that should 

be so. The policy of constantly and excessively increasing military 

expenditure has a profoundly negative effect on the economic capacity of all 

States. Undoubtedly it affects priEarily and most seriously those States which 

are faced with underievelopment problems, but not them alone. 

All countries, whatever their level of development or socio-political system, 

are more or less affected by it. The galloping arns race darr_ages peoples' 

standard of living, it restricts the development of science, culture 

and education, tends to widen sociQl disparites and at the sane tine 

imperils international peace and security. 

The implantation of the principles of complete equality of rights, 

respect for independence and national sovereignty, non-interference in 

internal affairs, non-recourse to the use or the threat of force, the guRre.nteeing 

of every people's right to develop independt:ntly in accordance with its cwn wishes 
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and aspirations without any outside interference - all these are sine qua non 

conditions if we are to strengthen and guarantee international security. It is 

our belief that respect for these :principles should be universal, because it is 

only by ensuring that they are in fact applied in relations among all States and 

towards each and every State as subject to international law that it will be 

:possible to establish new relationships of peaceful co-operation and equality among 

States, promote trust and stability in international life, and :peace and progress 

throughout the w·orld. 

As representatives are aware, Romania attaches great value to strengthening 

the role to be played by the United Nations in solving the extremely complex 

problems that are :part of the contemporary world. Thus the Romanian Government 

actively favours the United Nations being more directly involved in the efforts 

being made to ensure the absolute triumph of those principles which should govern 

relations among all States and which should bring about more democracy in 

international relations. 

At the same time it is our belief that the United Nations should do more to 

contribute to solving disputes by peaceful means and to prevent situations of 

tension. It can help the States concerned to find peaceful solutions by 1neans 

of negotiations among the :parties, which would benefit each nation and also make 

for the :progress of mankind as a whole. 

Extending United nations activities and those of other international 

organizations in the field of education and preparing society to live in an 

atmosphere of peace are of :particular importance for international security. 

Romania is fully pledged to the building of a new society in the 

implementation of far-reaching economic and social development programmes that 

would be designed to provide :people with a high degree of :prosperity and 

civilization. It is for that reason that my country is :profoundly concerned 

to see favourable international conditions created so that this major peaceful, 

constructive work can be carried out. It is for that reason that we actively 

favour detente, trust and :peace, so that we can have a world without weapons 

and war, where every people can freely develop in full security in accordance 

with its own national interests. 

, 
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In conclusion, I shoulc1 lil~e to convey our ual'El con:::;r:::ttulations to the 

C.e2_ec;ation of Poland for havin;:-; initiccted and introduced the c"'.raft resolution 

concerninc, the C::.eclaretion on the preparation of societies for life in 

:peace. I should like to state that the li.oruauian clelec;ation fully supports this 

G.raft :;.:esolution. SiJ~ilarly, ue belie're that the draft resolution subr:ti tteC. 

iJy a nuw."ber of non-ali.').1ecl nne"'. 0.evelo~!inc countries .J.lso contains sm ,.;; 

very lJreciow~ elenents concluci ve to tlte consolidation of international 

security. 

Tl~e Romanian delecation has therefore alree.C.y becone a co-sponsor of 

th8 draft resolutions contained in cl.ocuments A/C.l/33/L. 5S and 1.60. 

, tr . .i1.L-lL\: ~ZA~i (Denocratic Yenen) (interpretation fror.:. J.rabic): The 

First Committee of the General !tssem"bly is no-vr at this session discussinc.; 

the impler.tentation of the Declaration on the Strene,thening of International 

Security 1~hicl1 uas first adopted at the t-vrenty-fiftll session of the General 

.Assembly. Since then, this itelll has been on our ec;enda for so1,1e tin1e ancl 

the interest >·rhich has been shmm "by l Iember conntries in this matter has 

c:;rmm and there can be no shadou of a doubt that this Declaration has nov; 

becorc.e yet a further objective in the United lJations Charter. As the 

Declaration makes it quite cleor these objectives c;overn relations awonc 

States, vhether tl1ey be larce or small ancl uhatever their level of 

develOJ:.lEtent or their socio-nolitical or econo:r:1:i.c s:rstcvs. 

'l'he Declaration reaffirm.s the principle embodied in the Charter of tlle 

united Hations regardinc the non-use of force in internadonal relations or 

the threat to use force ac;ainst the sovereicnty encl.. political independence 

of any country and also non-interference in the interne.l affairs of other States. 

Opera.ti ve pe.rat;re.ph 4 of the Declaration contains a te::-::t 1-rhich is of 

bindinc; value and uhich em1;hasizes tl1e neecl for: 
11 

••• respect for the sovereic.nty, territorial intec;rity and political 

independence of all States ancl the inalienable right of all peoples to 

determine their oun destiny freely 2nd 1-rithout outside interference, 

coercion or pressure;" (A/C.l/33/L.GO, para. l~) 
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~'1Y country is a small one and needs this principle to be respected 

r:'.ore than any ot:i1er perhaps, as v:ell HS measures to consoli<late 

universal peace so that humanity con live in a state of prosperity and 

security and can iL~rove the standard of living of all people as well as 

their ·Hell-being. 

A number of delegations have durinc: the discussion er_:phasizecl the need 

to put an encl to the arms race and to nuclear tests, as vrell as the 

importance of nuclear disarmament, the elimination of stockpiles of 

vreapons, and indeed the stockpilinc; of any veapons of mass destruction and 

systems of these vr2apons since they threaten international peace and security. 

It has also been pointecl out that efforts being made at present in order 

to consoliclate detente in international relations is a matter of vital iL~ortance 

lrhich uill have undoubted repercussions in accelerating the h1plementation of 

this Declaration. 

AlthouGh the Declaration contains some positive texts, international 

security is in fact threatened in many parts of the i·rorld. It is impossible 

to consoliclate this security as long as vre have failed to eliminate sources 

of tension and conflict throughout the uorld and as lone; as we have not put 

an end to acts of ac;c;ression which are such a threat to the stability and 

security of so many countries. 

The situation in the Hiddle East is dangerous since Israel is persistinG in 

its deniP~ of the ine.lienable national ric;hts of the Palestinian people and is still 

occupying Arab territories. In acl.opting that attitude, '\vhich is perfectly 

in h:eepinc uith its expansionist and racist policies, it is also being 

supported by \"rorld imperialism. 

The deal which i·Tas the result of tl1e Camp David tall-;.s is not 

only directed against the interests of the Palestinian people ancl the other 

Arab countries but also represents a form of action 1-rhich jeopardizes the 

security and stability of the region. It is the first germ of a reactionary 

alliance in that area which will be utilized to serve ivorld imperialism 

ivhich seeks to consolidate its domination of the Iliddle East , to put down 

national liberation r1over1ents' to put an end to those proe;ressive regimes 

vrhich are to be found there ,and to use this as a starting point to threaten 

the liberty and security of peoples throughout the vmrld. 
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Den:ocratic Yemen 1::ttenci.ed the recent conference in Bar:llC.acl uhich 

revealed the ac;cressl ve role uhich l1e,s been played by the United States. 

T~.1e conclusions of the :Dacllc~ac~ Conferer.ce :1ave also revealed 

the danc;ers inherent in the Camp David .Agreements 1vhicl1 cannot be 

considereu as c. satisfactory basis for establishinc: a just pence in the 

lriddle :Cast. 

In Africa, tl:e racist rec;imes in t~w southern part of the continent have iLLposed 

their dor:1ination oy force on the peoples of Africo. liviE[.; in that area a:c\ci. 

l1ave l)erpetrated. acts of repression ar:ai11st African ci ti::;ens as uell as 

C8.1ilpaiG11S of terrorism arc'. threats to tlJe stc.bili ty ~mu. inter;rity of the 

territories of nei1~hbourinc African [:J-cates by resortinG to acts of act;ression. 

'i'his is 11hy the oppressed peoples have every r:7.cllt to bec...r arms, to 

struc;cle against the racist ::ci~r,imes , to brinG about the indepenc1ence of 

ZimllcJJue and lfo.mibia and to put 8Il end to the policy of apartheid cmd racist 

cliscrilliination ill~ich is practised by the white miuori ty re[..imes in southern 

Africa. 

In the case of Cyprus 11e have frequently had occasion to state tlLat 

foreign forces should be -vri thO.raJm from the islanc1 because their presence 

is a violation of the neutrality of Cyprus vhich is a nenber of the non-alir,ned 

group. 

Res:rcct for the inde}.Jendence of Cyp:c·us an.cl. its indivisibility as iTell 

as its sovereicnty and its territorial inte~;rity uoulet solve a najor 

probler.1 1-rhich 'Joses a [;reat threat to international peace and 

security. 

Frequently, i:'E:. have expressed our Sl..rt_):port to che peo~;le of Korea as 

ucll as for the efforts 1'ihi ell are be inc; 111e.de b~r tl1e Der,1ocrati c l?cople 's ~epublic 

of I~orea in t:1eir efforts to resolve their ~;roblem.s peacefully. For t::ds 

reo.son Der.1ocratic Yemen supported th2 pe01_1les of 1\sia, Africa and Latin 

.1\meri co. vho are stri vine; to exerci:3e their ric;ht to independence, national 

sovereicuty and self-determination. 
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There can be no doubt that since the Declaration on the StrenGthening 

of International Security vas adopted certain positive results have been 

achieved and 1-re would li};:e )as many delegations have done~ to express our 

satisfaction that the tenth special sessiGn of the General Assembly, 

devoted to disarmament,was in fact held and yielded very positive results. 

Furthermore we would tjive our blessing to the initiative taken by the 

General Assembly of the United Nations which previously adopted texts i·rhich 

might help to further strengthen international security, I'ctrticularly on the 

~uestions of L'.Sheri:':lr; in a Ee1· Interne.tional 1conOL'lic Order and the 

Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. 

A few days ago vre heard the introductory statement made by the 

Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Poland concerning this point i·rhen 

he presented draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.58,and my delegation wishes to 

congratulate Poland on this initiative. Ue should like to confirm that 

we give it our total support as 1-re support the idea of having a 

declaration on the preparation of societies for life in peace. 

Mr. SY (Senegal) ( inter:_1ret2.tion from French): Eight years after 

the ac~o:Dtion of the Declcration on the Stren,ctheninc of International Security 

l18.rdly any rroc;ress has been nacle in its ir,lplementation. Indeec1, the arms race 

continues at full speed one. is beinc extenc1ec:. to various re:~ions of 

the world~ international tensions persist and many hot-beds of conflict have 

been kindled. 

The main cause for the failure to implement the Declaration on 

international security resides in the rivalry among the great Pavers and 

the clashes they enc:ae:e in throughout the 1-rorld in order to maintain or 

defend their spheres of influence. 

Since 1945 those rivalries have created numerous tensions and international 

crises 'I·Thich have sm1etiri1es brouo.:ht us to the brink of uar. 

Furthermore, they have led those countries to embark on constant 

war preparations and to '='.cquire veapons of mass destruction which are 

increasingly destructive and devastatinc. The result is that today the 

planet is saturated vrith arms of all kinds and uhich in no tiue could erase 

any trace of life. It follows that the security of peoples decreases 
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daily with each nevr nissile nanufr~ctured by the r:re<'-t Pouers. 

Parallel -vri th tl1e grovine rivalr;;,r of' the r,reat PoFers, the nechanisr,-:.s 

provic~ecl for in the Charter of the united :~ations to ensure the 

uaintenance of international peace and security have been proc;ressively 

nPr.:"l;rseG.. The Security Council ,which has the ::1rir12ry responsibility 

for the maintenance of international peace and security ,has not been able 

to discharge its role effectively. At the most crucial times ,-vrhen its 

action w·ould have been most desired, it ahrays found that one of' its 

permanent members blocked any initiative. 

\'That resulted 1vas an increased tendency to have recourse to f'orce 

1n international relations. As proof of' this, there is the large number 

of armed conf'licts which h2>ve occurred since the sisnature of the 

Charter. Those conflicts which have erupted almost everyvhere save in 

~:uro~-e, ~:ere in larc:e rl'easure an indirect confrontation betveen the 

Great PoFers. Those Pm:ers have thus transformed entire countries into 

battlefields for their respective iceolories and have thus found a convenient 

1rny of engac:in~: in armed. confrontation and test inc their weapons. 

The rivalry between the great Pmre rs has 2t :'Jres ent experienced a half -hearted 

relnxcttion 12.]_)tizcd as cletente. But the: :;;roclnirced uill to pronate detente has never 

enabled international relations to be fully cleansed of the ele~ents of the cold war. 

On the contrary, those elements persist because the struggle behreen the 

c:;reat Po-vrers has never slaclr.ened but c;oes on in an oblique manner. 

J,s long as this rivalry persists, the process of detente m;on 11l1ich we 

have entered uill not be the synonyr::. of restored security but of a calm 

bef'ore the storm. It is imperative theref'ore that the process of detente 

not only be extended to all regions of the world but also be made 

L'ore thorough so that it will not be yet another expression of armed 

peace. Indeed, this process of detente,however encourac:;ing it may appear, 

s:10uld not lead us to f'orp;et that ue are still li vine w1cler t:1e reign 

of' the balance of terror. 

The second factor concernin~: tlle non-ir:}llementation of the Declaration 

on the Strengthening of International Security is the persistence and 
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ae;gravation of certain ret;ional conflicts throughout the world. These 

conflicts) the causes of 1-rhich are local, ho_ve been er'='lifieC. 2nd arr~ravated 

by the intervention of the great Pouers. That is true in the c8.sc cif 

the Middle East., 1ihere certain Powers supported one >"t·:tt \lhich has 

iPccf:.:: ~.ntly viol:::.tec<. t.:nited 1Te.tions resolutio!1S. Tlms the '::'·c. ;n·occ0.ures 

have been consio.erabl;r Cela~red nne". t:1is has maintained a constant 

threat to international peace and security. 

Those I'o'rers ·•hicl1 pree.ch the linitation of trade in conventional 

weapons, sup;Jly 1ritl1out any restraint all :~ind.s of sophisticated veapons to 

their ~roteres in the region. On the one hand they declare their 

intention to work for peace and on the other l1ard t 11ey rive the States in 

the rec;ion ,~urther r·-e-:::.r1s of >·T2crin:- uar. One Pi(llt von<ler vrl1ether 

their true objective is reall;r •;ea.ce in that rccion. 

As resards Africa vrhere a certain nuraber of armed conflicts have 

broken out recently, the great Po•·rers have equally deployed this same 

strateL,--y of intervention and ac;gravation of conflicts. Some of those 

e:reat :Pmre:cs have for years ,1-rith a generous hand ,dispensed economic~ 

financial and military assistance to the abhorrent Pretoria regime. Hence 

toct.ay that re(?iFcC, uhich is 2,ri'1ir..n· itself to the teeth, and Uhich has 

embarked on repeated armed aggressions against the territories of 

neighbourinG States, has becone a serious thren.t to tl1e security of 

the peoples of Africa. 

For as long as the _a..:e.artheid s~rstel!l. persists in the southern part 

of the African continent~ interna·tiona.l peace and security -vrill be 

threatened. It is, therefore, the duty of all Gtrttes to support the 

liberation movements which seel~ to elh:inate this terriolc G.8.n['er. In other 

~)arts of the continent conflicts have been tric;gered by tlle great Powers 

either by massive arms supplies to one of the parties or by Girect or 

indirect military intervention. The result has been that Africa has become 

the traininc: crounci for nercen[lries enc adventurers of all ~.inC.s recrui tell 

1rith the cOJnplicity of their countries of origin. '::'hese r"e:tcenaries at :present 

constitute the core of Ian Smith 1 s a.rmy and thus contribute uselessly to 

:;_~j·c:;.,cy-_,: the armed conflict Hhich is tearing Zinbabwe apart. 
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The direct or indirect interventions of the great Powers in the 

internal affo.irs of African States contribute to trEmsforming the African 

continent into a new battlefield, thus mrucing the quest for a peaceful 

settlement even more difficult. The African countries have, nevertheless, 

proved that left to themselves they can always find a peaceful solution 

to the various conflicts. The processes of reconciliation which have 

tal~en place this yee,r in East Africa and Central Africa are eloquent 

examples of this. 

'lherefore, it seeno~ to us ii,lj)ortant for tlle strenr:theninc of 

international security that the great powers cease to try to influence 

the solution of local conflicts to their oun aCI.vantar:e and support the 

efforts for :lc1eace made under the aus:t1ices of the Organiz2.tion of J~frican 

Unity (OAU). 
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Likewise, they should cease giving any aid to the racist regimes of 

souther~ Africa, which continue to violate United Nations decisions. 

The final factor of insecurity is the persistence of poverty, 

malnutrition and famine in the world. In a world in "Yrhich 70 per cent 

of the resources are helc by 30 per cent of the population and where the 

gap between the rich and the poor countries is const."ntlv Fi.deninr: one c2.nnot 

for a second believe that security exists. The efforts made so far to 

proceed to reforr.1s lil<elv to rr1Rl~e possible the usherin~ in of :-. nev 

and more just international economic order encounter resistance from the 

affluent countries. 'I'1ere.fur0 it is tirne to attocl:: the root cPuses 

of insecurity throughout the world which, apart from the rivalry maong 

the great Powers, i_s due to economic inequality and the exploitation of 

the vreak by the st ro nr; . 

In conclusion) I wish to reiterate the confidence my country has 

always placed in the United Nations. \Te hope that the process 

of detente will one day reach the Security Counci1, so as to er:able 

it to plt=W its irre'!)laceable role in l"laintair'.inrr international neace and 

security. 

Hr. ROA KOURI (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish) : On the 

tenth anniversary of the Declaration on the Strengthening of International 

Security, my delegation intends to make a brief but pellucid statement 

on the goals achieved and the problems still imT)edinrr full imnlementation 

of that Declaration. 

Many delegations have referred here to the need for effectively 

implementing the provisions of the Declaration on the Strenptheninr. 

of International Security. The First Conlli1ittee has even had an opportunity 

to debate suggestions regarding the need to adopt in the near future a 

convention on the security of States. 
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Durinr these ten years many countries have made every effort to 

secure the licmic.ation of the last vestir:es of the cold var, thus 

opening up an era of international detente. This process of detente is 

an historical imperative derived from the need to ensure peaceful coexistence 

among countries with different economic and social systems. 

In Europe, the countries of the region have made their contr:i.but ion~ through the 

Conference on Securitv Emd Co--operAtion in Euro11e, to tlle i~role'llentation 

of the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security. ~fy 

delegation welcomes this initiative. Fe hope that its results will be 

extended and intensified~ coverinp- every re[don of the 1-rorld, as 

demande<l by the internatione.l cor1nnunity and as stated at the tenth 

special session of this Assembly, which was devoted to ~issTilament. 

Detente must also be made irreversible and it must now be Sl·ritched 

from the political to the military level. In this respect, my delegation 

supports the declaration proposed by the People's Republic of Poland on 

the preparation of societies for life in peace. In giving a positive 

evaluation to certain steps taken to implement the Declaration on 

International Security, 1ve cannot lose sight of the many hotbeds of 

tension and conflict -- many of them artificially created -· vrhich are 

harmful to international securitv and a dan{'"er to vrorlcl peace. 

For several years the General Assembly and the Security Council have 

been the scene of interminable debates and numerous resolutions with regard 

to the situation in Cyprus, vhere foreip,n interests an0 occupB.tion have prevented 

peaceful coexistence bebreen the cornr11unities concerned. The Government of Cyprus 

has reiterated that it is a non-alignec countrY and "Tl.ore than once has 

asked for the withdrawal of all foreign troops from its soil. vy 

delegation has supported its stand, and once ar:ain 1ve pledge our supnort 

for the cause of the Cypriot people. 
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The heroic people of Viet Nam, in the midst of efforts for the 

peaceful reconstruction of their country, once again face the crude threat, the 

horrendous lie and the perfidious a.gq:ression of those 1rho seek to create a new 

focal point of tension d8maginP" to peace in South East Asia. 'I'hose who once 

tried to deceive the peoples by speaking of hegemonism are today unmasked 

in their claims and ambitions of all kinds by the fact that they are 

carryin~ out a policy of aggression and hostility in South East Asia which 

can only be compared in part with that of United States imperialism in 

that same region not many years ago. This is totally contrary to the 

objectives of the Declaration on the Strengthening of Internation8,l Security 

and is a barrier to peace among the countries of the region. 

In the Middle East, a hotbed of tension is being maintained in the 

same way, constantly threatening the security of States. The Zionist 

Government of Israel, with its policy of aggressive And hostile expansion, 

h8"s every year been the subject of resolnt ions in -vrhich it vas 

condemned by the international coJTIIll.unity. The territories 

of several Arab countries are still under the illegal occupation of Israel. 

This occupation could not be maintained -- and the whole world knows it 

without the assistance given at every level to the Zionist State by the 

ii'lperialist s. Their sole objective is to safermard their econoi'lic 

interests, even at the risk of jeopardizing the security of the States 

of the region. The conflict in the Middle East cannot find a just solution 

unless the legitimate ri~hts of the Palestinian people are guaranteed, 

includinr:: their rirrht to establish their mm State, and unless 

the occupied Arab territories are returned. 

Another hotbed of tension endangering international security and 

impeding implementation of the Declaration is the one that 

persists in the southern part of Africa, where the colonialists and 

neo-colonialists have made common cause with the abominable apartheid 

regime, which keeps millions of Africans under the most cruel system of 

exploitation and domination of our time. 
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'.i'hroughout these ten years~ despite repeated condeanations by the 

international community, thousands of Africans have lost their lives under 

the repression of the racist South African regime. Peoples such as those 

of Zimbabwe and Namibia, still remain under the yoke of a racist colonialist 

minority '"hich denies them independence and threatens neighbouring 

sovereign States, which have been attacked on more than one occasion. 

Mozambique continues to be the target of direct attacks by the Rhodesian 

fascists. Angola is compelled to remain in a permanent statE' of alert because 

of the attacks and claims of the South African racists. The peoples 

of Botswana and Zambia also live in a state of permanent alert because 

of the possibility of a traitorous strike. A real contribution to the 

strengthening of international security would be made by effectively 

halting the assistance and encouragement that certain Hestern Powers give 

to the racist regimes. 
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11Scorn for peoples and for rules and principles must have a limit. 

There must be a stop soEewhere. There must be a genuine resistance in 

the universal conscience n. 

International security will be threatened as lonr, as - tocether with Zionism, 

racism anc apartheid - a coloni8list and neo-colonialist ~olicy 

persists and as long as General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) is not implerrented. 

During the debates of the present session, numerous voices have been raised 

linking international security to disarmament and development. He are firmly 

convinced that, far from increasinG our security, the nr:"ls r::we unclernines it. 

Likewise, we are convinced that if a part of the resources nov being invested in 

t•rns were devoted to assistance to developing countries a value1ble contribution 

would be made to international security. The ushering in of a Hew International 

Economic Order is an imperative of our times. The sixth special session of 

the General Assembly called for its establishment and the Charter of the 

Economic Rights and Duties of States completed a cycle, opening up the 

possibility of a world of peace, security and development. Regrettably, this 

aspiration bore no fruit, while armaments expenditures exceeded $400 billion. 

This is certainly not a secure world. The dangers looming over mankind e;rovr 

larger in the same measure that we leave the problems I hnve 1::entioned unresolvecl. 

\Jhen speaking of the strengthening of international security, we are bo·und 

to refer to the need to dismantle all foreign military bases, which represent 

a constant threat to international peace and security. The existence of 

foreign military bases in various regions of the world are a real obstacle to 

the attainment of effective disarmament agreements, and their unconditional 

dismantling is a condition that will brook no delay for the strengthening of 

international security and 1wrld peace. 

In this same context, we must condemn the repeated intervention in the 

internal affairs of other States, which in many cases involve acts of hostility 

and Rggression. These acts run counter to the sovereignty, territoriel intec;rity 

and political independence of peoples, particularly of those -vrhich have 

recently emerged from the opprobious colonial regime. 

Our region has recently experienced a situation that re-rresents a threat 

to peace and security, and ~till persists. I am referring, of course, to 
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the events which have taken place in Nicaragua. The people of nicaragua, 

w·eary of bearine; a dynastic dictatorship for more than 40 years and having 

recourse to rebellion, which is enshrined in the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, tried to restore its most elementary human rights vrhich have, 

with the help of an imperialist policy using its 11gunboat diplomacy 11
, been 

trampled underfoot. The Anastasio Somoza regime did not stop at acts of 

genocide in which tens of thousands of the citizens of that country lost their 

lives. In his messianic anti-popular policy~ he has constantly violated the 

sovereignty and territorial intee;rity of nicaragua's neighbour, Costa Rica, 

a country wi tll a known tradition of peace, merely because of the fact that its 

Government, honouring the sacred right of asylum, gave refuge to thousands 

of people who fled from the massacre unleashed by the National Guard of 

Hicaraglla. The Presidents of Venezuela and of Colombia for these reasons 

addressed themselves to the President of the General Assembly, making an appeal 

to the profound sense of justice of this Organization which is a cornerstone 

of the Charter of the United Hat ions. Likewise, the President of Costa Rica 

dramatieally denounced the aggression suffered by his country in his address 

before the General Assembly. 

r~ delegation, which has on varlous occasions energetically expressed its 

condemnation of the crimes conuni tted by the Somozan dictatorship against the 

Hicaraguan people, is honoured to be a sponsor of draft resolution A/C .l/33/1.61. 

I believe that all countries seriously concerned with the maintenance of peace 

c.nd security as well as those that are in favour of the inherent right of peoples 

to fight for freedom and against oppression will vote in favour of this draft 

resolution. 

I believe that no one is better qualified than the representative of Costa 

Rica to reveal to the international co~unity the extent to which the 

Somoza regime has violated the rules of international law and placed 

c1.:.r Cer ... tral i'.r.crica in danr;er of nn armed conflict vrith 1.:.nforeseeable 

~onsequences. If he would be good enough to do so, I think that the representative 

of this brother country, which has been the victim of aggression, could give us the 

exact measure of an aggressive policy which today is a shameful blot on public 

opinion and on the Charter of our Organization. 
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In conclusion J I should like to place on record our 1-rillingness to contribute 

in this and in other bodies to the consolidation and eA.'tension of the detente 

process, to the strengtheninG of international peace and security, to the 

reinforcement of the struc~gle of peoples for their liberation and independence. 

It is our profound conviction in the hir~her destiny of the people of Sanclino 

and, in general, of all Central America 11hose liberators proclaimed us one 

people, free and indepenC.ent. Sooner rather than later, our people ilill eliminate 

the shameful stain of the mercenariot 2nd the servile puppets of foreiGn 

monopolies. 

Mr. ILLUECA (Panama) (interpretation from Spanish): Ilr. Chairman, 

the First Committee, vrhose work you are so 'Tisely guiding, must take a decision 

on four important draft resolutions sponscred by a substantial number of 

coun:.ries. They are as follows: the joint draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.58 

enti tlecl "reclarn.tion on th" :rrvr.aration of sec::., tict;; for lift• in r:eace '!, vbich 

im:> tht, su~J f'Ct of H brilliant introdnction by tht• r~.:·nuty Forl'i::;n '<1·:::' ~~tt•r of 

Poland, 7!r. :2t'f1'•·n~' I~ulrwn ~ tht" jo:int dr::ft r<·solution A/C.l/33/L.5S' Pr::-i-'::h·d 

•:ron-interfr-rr-ncr-> in thP int<'rnal nff<<irs of StA.t£-'S ;·. t1l·· joint c1rF""'t !'es'Jlution 

A/C .1/33/L. 60 d• ·nlin~"' vith thf· imnlPmPntation of thP Decbration on t1'1e 

Strf'np;theninn: of Internation2l f:,~curitv and dr< ft resolution A/C.l/33/L61 

d• ~tH nt: Hith thr> strf'n,r~thPnin.n: of intPrnA.tionA.l security in Nicaragua and Central 

AnE'rica. 
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The latter will be introduced by the representative of Venezuela, Miss Lopez, 

with the authority given her by her recognized professional competence and 

the admirable American calling which is the tradition of the country of the 

Liberator. 

All these draft resolutions are related to agenda item 50, and the 

delegation of Panama, which has already placed on record its sponsorship of 

draft resolutions A/C.l/33/L.58 and L.61, wishes at this time to state that 

it will also sponsor draft resolutions A/C.l/33/L.59 and L.60. The reasons 

for these draft resolutions, explained by their authors, and the reasons and 

intent explained by other delegations in the course of the debate, fully 

warrant approval of those draft resolutions, the purposes of which are in 

accord with the provisions of the United Nations Charter and with the provisions 

of the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, contained 

in resolution 2734 (XXV) of 16 December 1970. .My country contributes to that 

strengthening with its efforts to achieve universal recognition for a permanent 

neutrality regime for the Panama Canal. 

The Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, we must 

recall, ,,ras approved as a necessary supplement to the Declaration on the 

Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-Operation 

among States in accordance with the Charter vf the United Nations. Panama 

therefore attaches the ,rtreatest importance to the principle proclaiPled in the 

Declaration, in accordance with which: 
11Where obligations arising under international agreements are in 

conflict with the obligations of Members of the United Nations under the 

Charter of the United Nations, the obligations under the Charter shall 

prevail.n 

In the light of the foregoing, we must bear in mind the close connexion 

between the effectiveness of the principle of non-interference and the task 

of improving the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force in 

international relations vrhich has previously been discussed in this Committee. 
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It should be pointed out that in draft resolution A/C .1/33/L. 59, which 

my delegation most enthusiastically supports, operative paragraph 2: 

\?Expresses the conviction that a declaration on non-interference 

in the internal affairs of States would be an important contribution to 

the further elaboration of the principles for strengthenincs equitable 

co-operation and friendly relations among States, based on sovereign 

equality and mutual respect". 

It is the opinion of the Government of Panali1a that the Special Committee 

set up under resolution 32/150 is competent to deal, alonr vith trE' 

non-use of force in international relations, with the drafting of a declaration 

on non-interference in the internal affairs of States. Examinat::ion of tha.t resolution 

demonstrates the reason for this affirmation. 

He believe that the declaration on non-interference in the internal affairs 

of States, to be formulated in due course by the General Assembly, should be 

a major contribution to a greater and better elaboration of the principles 

designed to strengthen equitable co-operation and frienc'.a'" relations among 

States, based on sovereign equality and mutual respect. 

He therefore believe that the General Assembly should consider the adoption 

of clear and expeditious procedures -vrhich will nullify th-2 e'"fects 

of any interventionist clause which might authorize the unilateral use of armed 

force in the territory of another State, or 1mich night have been include0 in 

international agreements or conventions agreed to by United Nations Members 

after the entry into force of the Charter. Article 103 of the Charter is clear. 

It states: 
11 In the event of a conflict betvreen the obligations of the Members of 

the United £(ations under the present Charter and their obligations 

under any other international aP"reement, their obligations unc: er the 

present Charter shall prevail." 

In vie>v of the fact that the Charter is a treaty now accepted by no less 

than 150 1vlember States, its autho:rit•r in the international field 

as le,~islation cannot be disrerarded. rr:·he provisions have been ez:r,rcssly 

accepted by most representative members of the community of States in the world. 
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My delegation wishes to refer in p'lrticular to draft resolution A/C.l/33/1.61 

which refers to the crisis in Hicaragua and in the Central American region. 

The international community and delegations here present have been informed 

of the declaration addressed to the General Assembly by the Presidents of 

Costa Rica, Colombia and Venezuela. This is a very ~rave, an extremely serious 

situation. Neither the regional Organization nor the world Organization can 

remain indifferent to jt, It is therefore urgent in our case to 

take appropriate action consistent >rith the principles of the Unitec ~raticns. 

The Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Panama, Venezuela, Mexico and Cuba made 

a very sober :nresentation of the problem rurin[" the ";eneral debate. 

Likewise, on 29 September last the Secretary of State of the United States, 

Ivlr. Cyrus Vance, said: 

;
1In this hemisphere, we must respond to the agony of those caught 

up in the violence and bloodshed of rTicam,rrw=t. ;, (A/33/PV.l4, l2_~ge 56) 

He went on: 

''Only a democratic solution in Hicaragua - not repression cr violence 

can lead to an endurinr; stability an(' to true peace. 11 (ibid.) 
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Of course, durable peace cannot exist in countries where human rights 

are violated, as indicated in the severe statement made by President Carter on 

the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary celebration of the Declaration on 

Human Rights. 

tw delegation considers that the mass extermination of life in Nicaragua 

must of necessity be of concern to the other Governments and peoples of the 

region and to the international community. The Declaration on the Strengthening 

of International Security, which maintains that every State has the duty to 

refrain from resorting to the use or threat of force against the territorial 

integrity of other States, and which imposes the further duty to res~ect the 

sovereignty of other States, has been violated by the Government of Nicaragua 

through its armed actions infringing the frontiers and sovereignty of the 

Republic of Costa Rica in the most inexplicable circumstances. To all that 

are added the human rights violations dramatically recorded in the report and 

recommendations of the ecumenical delegation which visited Nicaragua, consisting 

of Wallace Collett, Chairman of the Board of the American Friends Service 

Committee; Alan McCoy, Chairman of the Conferences of Major Superiors of Men 

in the United States, a Roman Catholic organization; the Rev. Dwain C. Epps, 

representative of the National Council of Churches of Christ in the United 

States; and Pastor Michael Czerny, representative of the Canadian Inter-Church 

Committee on Human Rights in Latin America. 

Non-governmental organizations were not alone in reacting to 

a crisis which, according to informed sources, has cost the lives of no less 

than 10,000 men, women and children. Regionally, the Inter-American Commission 

on Human Rights, after an investigation carried out on Nicaraguan soil, 

not only has substantiated the claim that acts repugnant to the human conscience 

were committed - acts attributable to governmental oppression - but has drawn 

conclusions which constitute an objective condemnation of the regime responsible 

for those violations. 
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I have before me the En;,lish text of the report of the Inter-American 

Comraission on Human Rights, an official document of the Organization of 

_4merican States (OAS), which is identified as document OEA;Ser.L/V/II.45 

a.:nd document 16/Rev.l, of 17 November 1978. It is entitled nReport on the 

situation on Human Rights in Nicaragua11
• So that the Committee may have 

the facts before it in en objective and authoritative manner that leaves no 

room for doubt, I shall nmr read out the conclusions of the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights: 
1'In the light of the foregoing, the Inter·~American Commission on Human 

Rights, in plenary, has arrived at the conclusion that the Government of 

Nicaragua has incurred responsibility for the follow·inc; serious, persistent 

and generalized violations: 
11 (a) The Government of Nicaragua is responsible for serious attempts 

against the right to life, in violation of international 

humanitarian norms" in repressing in an excessive and 

disproportionate manner the insurrections that occurred last 

September in the main cities of the country. In fact, the 

bombing of towns by the national Guard was done in an indiscriminate 

fashion and without prior evacuation of the civilian population, 

which caused innumerable deaths of persons who were not involved 

in the conflict, and, in general, a dramatic situation; 

"(b) Likewise, the Government of Nicaragua is responsible for a large 

number of deaths which occurred after the combats, because of 

abuses perpetrated by the National Guard during the so-called 
110peration 1·1op-Up;1 and other actions several days after the 

cessation of hostilities, in vrhich many persons vrere executed 

in a summary and collective fashion for the mere reason of living 

in neighbourhoods or districts where there had been activity by 

the Frente Sandinista de Liberaci6n Nacional (FSLN); and young 

people and defenceless children 1vere killed; 
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"(c) The Government of Nicaragua has obstructed the work of the Red 

Cross by not allowing it to carry out its responsibilities 

durin~ the combats: caring for the wounded, picking up bodies, 

and its humanitarian mission in general. Moreover, the 

Government is responsible for the death of two Red Cross corpsmen 

and the improper use of local ambulances and the emblem of the 

Red Cross; 

"(d) The Government of Nicaragua is also responsible for the death, 

serious abuse, arbitrary detention and other violations of the 

human rights of peasant groups; 

"{e) In the events of last September and even earlier, there were 

serious violations of the right to personal security, by means 

of torture and other physical pressures which were inflicted on 

numerous detainees; 

"(f) A special situation, which deeply concerned the Commission, is 

the one dealing with minors. Aside from the many youths who 

are being detained in jails, along with common delinquents, the 

Commission was able to prove a general repression by the 

National Guard against any male youth between 14 and 21 years of 

age; 
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n(g) The physical liberty of the people is seriously affected, as is 

evidenced by the many arbitrary detentions that occurred early in 

September, the number of which increased after constitutional guarantees 

were suspended. This situation, furthermore, is aggravated by the 

administration of the judicial system which exists in Nicaragua, and by 

the powers enjoyed by police judges, some of whom are also commanders 

of the National Guard, Fho may ir1pose :penalties of up to six montl:'.s in 

gaol, without any procedure other than listening to the accused, and by 

the powers of the military courts to judge civilians during periods 

of emergency. The foregoing shows that there have been violations of 

the right of protection against arbitrary detention and to due process 

and, in particular, to the right to an adequate defence. 

H(h) The freedom of expression of opinions is severely restricted 

when in fact information about events occurring in Nicaragua is limited 

to newspapers, radio and TV stations which are controlled, either 

directly or indirectly, by the Government. In the case of the written 

or spoken media independent of or in opposition to the Government, 

even when there was no censorship, their owners, directors or 

journalists were subjected to serious attempts or threats to their 

lives, freedom or security. 

"(i) Although there is a formal respect for the freedom of conscience, 

worship and religion, in practice these cannot be fully enjoyed due to the 

abuse, in words and deeds, to which priests and ministers of the various 

Catholic congregations have been subjected. 

"(j) At present the right of assembly cannot be exercised. Even 

before the emergency regime came into effect, the right of association 

in general and those of political and trade union associations in 

particular had been seriously limited. 

"(k) The right to vote has been hindered by various obstructions 

of a practical and legal nature which limit and make impossible its 

free exercise. 
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"The violations of human rights included in this report have 

affected all sectors of the Nicaraguan population. Its victims are and 

have been especially those persons of limited economic resources and 

young people between the ages of 14 and 21. 

nThe damage and suffering caused by these violations have awakened 

in a very forceful way an intense and general feeling among the Nicaraguan 

people for the establishment of a system which will guarantee the 

observance of human rights." 

I must conclude by appealing, on behalf of the delegation of Panama, for 

approval of the draft resolutions under consideration by a vote 1o1hich, because 

of the justice and ideals of the United Nations, will be an overwhelming 

majority. 

Mr. ROSSIDES (Cyprus): First of all, I should like to clarify the 

item under consideration. It is entitled "Implementation of the Declaration 

on the Strengthening of International Security". Therefore we have to consider 

what the Declaration is and how to proceed to implement it. 

The Declaration was adopted 25 years after the establishment of the United 

Nations, after some experience by the world community of the functioning of the 

United Nations, and the fact that it was adopted by a unanimous vote is very 

significant on a matter of such tremendous importance to the United Nations. 

To be accurate there was unanimity except for one vote - I need not mention 

whose vote that was -and there were no abstentions. Therefore, it was the 

virtually unanimous will of the international community in 1970 hov1 the 

United Nations should function. 

Now we have here an item which refers to the implementation of that 

resolution~ therefore, we must see to it that in implementing it we follow 

its lines. That is one aspect. 

According to that resolution, the importance of international security 

in the 1-.rorld centres on the functioning of the United Nations generally. 

But there is another aspect, equally and perhaps even more important: 
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the relaticn of international security, as conceived in the Declaration, to 

disarn:mn.cnt. And that lends greater importance to the item before us, because 

disarmarr:ent in itself is a vital problen on •rhich the survival of humanity 

depends, bearing in mind the destructi-ve effects of what I call the 11 scourge of 

the arms race" i·;hich, if it continues unabated, vill brinp; destruction to the 

world even Hithout a nuclear war. 

Therefore, the aspect of international security in today's world is an 

item more significant than any other in this or any other Assembly where the 

subject has been discussed - and in particular it is the most important item 

before this Committee. Hence I propose to look at this problem of international 

security from both aspects, the general aspect of international security as 

establishing the function of the United Nations as it ivas meant to be, and 

also the aspect of its relation to disarmament. 

I said that international security is the most significant item because 

it goes to the very root of the function of the United Nations. Indeed, the 

maintenance of international security and peace is the primary and paramount 

purpose of the United Nations. This 2s spelled out in Article l of the Charter 

as well as in its Preamble, where it is stated to be the main resolve of the 

international community in establishing the United Nations. Therefore we 

have here the main purpose for which the United Nations 1va:: established and 

its paramount concern and duty to carry out its function to that end. 

Furthermore it is significant to note that the Charter, from beginning 

to end, revolves around international security; and the words "maintenance 

of international peace and securi ty 11 appear 32 times in the Charter. Nothing 

else is mentioned so many times in the Charter, or is so important, so vital 

or so fundamental as international security. Let us see how the Charter 

intends international security to function and how it functions today or 

has functioned at any time. 
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I must first say that the Charter of the UniteD_ 1iations introc1uced a 

ne11 era in international relations. He will call it the post-Second Horld 

Uar era, >vhich 1-ras based on the experience of the scourc;e of uar in the 

Second 1!orld Uar. Therefore, it uas felt that in a 1-rorlu of advanced 

teclmolOG"'J, vrhen man has acquired the pov;er to destroy the whole hunan 

race upon this c;lobe by nuclear vreapons, anu the norlcl_ that has c;rmm 

interdependent by the number of new nations so that now it is a vTOrld of 

150 nations instead of the earlier small nur:1ber of nations, ca!lnot function on 

the basis of the individual sovereign rir;hts of StEttes, independently of the 

collectivity of the international commrmi ty as a sinc;le uhole upon this 

globe. 

The Charter, therefore, introuuced for the first time the prohibition 

of the threat or use of force; that a:0pears in ."l.rticle 2, parac:raphs 3, 4 

end 5. Paragraph 4 calls upon all r.Ieuuers to refrain from the threat or 

use of force in international relations. Pararraph 5 calls for the 

implelllentation by enforcement action of that prohibition. Parac;rnpll 3 

calls for the peaceful settle1..,ent of ci.isputes. 

1'hese three are interconnected. You cannot have peaceful settlelc:.ents 

of disputes if you allovr a free hand for the use of force because the 

stronger State •Till use its force to attain its mm em1s rather than settle 

its disputes peacefully. In orc.er to mal;:e it possible for a IJeaceful 

settlement it is necessary to stop the use of force by effectively 

prohibiting it through enforcement of the resolutions of the Security 

Cormcil. 

This is the Charter and it provides in its Chapter VI for the peaceful 

settlement of disputes. Follmrint; imnedidely upon that is the 

prohibition of the use of force in Chapter VII. As I saicl, Article 2, 

Chapter VI and Chapter VII compose the uhole concept of international 

security in the worlc1 and the peaceful settlement of disputes. 
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\ihat is international security'? International security meens that the 

decisions of the Security Cotmcil, uhich is tlle orc;an charc;ecl Hitll protectin[~ 

the security of nc.tions, should be inplemented, an<l if not iuplenented, to 

be carried out throuc;h the enforcer1ent action provided. for in 

Chapter VII. This is the essence am1 purport of the Security Council ru1c!. 

its decisions must be implemented. But in reality, the Security Council 

adopts decisions unalliiJJ.ously and yet no concern is shovm about their ir!pler;J.entation. 

This situation has developed :u1ore serious in recent years 

because there i7cre r.1ore unaninous decisions of the Security 

Council than previously uhen t:1e cold uar prevent eo_ any Security 

Council decisions; nnd therefore it 'las eRsy to avoicl any <)_uestion 

of inplerJ.entation because there uere no decisions of the Security 

Council. But once there arc Qecisions, their non-implementation creates 

a crave problem. 

Tl1erefore there :tre novr very sienific2nt trends tmmrds achievinr; international 

security through the implementation of Security Council decisions. ForeiD.ost 

alllonr; these trends is the one reflected in the annual reports of the Secretary

General durinc the last two or three years "'vhich emphasize in strong terms the need 

of securinc ir!T;)leL'-entntion of the Security Council decisions. I lay stress 

upon this because clearly the whole problem of international security evolves 

around the implementation of Securit~r Council decisions in order to ensure 

a measure of ler;al or<.ler and security in the "\Torld. The Secretary-General 

in his report in 1977 states: 

"This brinG l!le to the primarJ function of the Unitec1 Nations, 

the maintena11ce of internationnl peace &>d security, a11c1 to the role a11u 

sta11dinr; of the Security Council. For if i"Te stumble once again into a 

uorld conflagration, no matter uhat its cause, all our other hopes ancl 

dreams uoulcl be in vain. 11 (A/32/1, p. 5) 
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The Secretary-General goes on to say this about the Council's capacity 

to fulfil the task entrusted to it by the Charter, in the maintenance of 

international peace and security: 

"It is essential that its capacity for this central function should not 

be lost sight of. The Council is, or was intended to be, the keystone 

of the structure of international order prescribed in the Charter. The 

way in >rhich the Council is used, or not used, and the respect, or lack 

of it, for its decisions is therefore a matter of the highest importance 

for the effectiveness and credibility of the United Nations as an 

essential instrument of peace." (ibid, p. 6) 

The Secretary-General, bearing in mind the situation in the world today, 

makes the following criticism: 

"I know that there are practical political reasons for these 

shortcomings and that Governments reserve the right to use or to ignore 

the Security Council if they so desire. I only -vrish to repeat l1ere that such 

attitudes are full of risk, for they may bring us to a time when the 

Council is desperately needed and will be found to be too weak to fulfil 

its responsibilities. 1-le should not forget the disastrous experience 

of the League of Nations. That is why I believe that the strengthening 

of the position and authority of the Security Council and respect for 

its decisions should be a major and continuing preoccupation of all 

Governments." (ibid) 

This is one part of the current trend because this does not appear in the 

reports of the Secretary-General in previous years. This year the report of 

the Secretary-General is more emphatic, it brings examples of small States 

ignoring the Security Council, fighting among themselves, having no recourse 

to the Security Council at all, because as the Secretary-General points out, 

they have no confidence in it, because they know that it is impotent and 

ineffective; if this trend continues it will be a serious threat to the 

United Nations as an instrument of peace and to world peace through the 

United Nations. 
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The Secretary-General says that this attitude of adopting resolutions 

without implementing them is contrary to the duties of States, because in 

his report of this year it is stated that the responsibility of GovernBents 

does not cease with the adoption of decisions unanimous or near unanimous by 

the Security Council. The effectiveness of those decisions through their 

implementation is what really matters and this is overlooked, bypassed and 

it:nored. t-Iany are the trends shmving that the world is no longer apathetic 

regardin~ this situation and is callin~ for international security through 

the implementation of Security Council decisions. 
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That brin~s me to the implementation of the Declaration on the Strengthening 

of International Security. That Declaration is rt sie;nificant instrument and 

represents ~"· decisive move forward to-vrards a more secure and more orderly world 

through the required implementation of the Clc~rter. This Declaration spells out 

distinctly the essential reauirements for strengthening international security. It 

"Calls upcn all States to adhere strictly in their international relations 

to the purpose.s and principles of the Charter, including the principle that 

States shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use 

of force"; 

it then 

"Urges Member States to make full use and seek improved implementation of 

the means and methods provided for in the Charter", 

and - I wish to lay stress on this next part of the Declaration -

"Recommends that the Security Council take steps to facilitate the 

conclusion of the agreements envisaged in Article 43 of the Charter in order 

fully to develop its capacity for enforcement action as provided for under 

Chapter VII of the Charter". (resolution 2734 (XXV)) 

That is really the main thrust of the Declaration on the Strengthening of 

International Security. In continuation it recommends that all States contribute 

to the efforts to ensure peace and security, through the peaceful settlement of 

disputes. But that peaceful settlement of disputes cannot be achieved without 

first attaining international security through the implementation of Security 

Council decisions. 

I wish to commend the draft resolution proposed by the non-aligned countries, 

among the sponsors of which is Cyprus, which states in the preambular part that 

there is deep concern 

"at the frequent acts of violation of the Charter of the United Nations, 

breaches of the peace and threats to international peace and security, 

recourse to the use of force and threats of force, failure to comply 

with the obligation of States to solve disputes by peaceful means", 

and then proceeds in operative paragraph 2: 

"Urges all the members of the Security Council, especially its permanent 

members, to consider and to undertake, as a matter of urgency, all the 

necessary measures for ensuring respect for the provisions of the Charter of 
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the United l\Tations and the implementation of the decisions of the United l~ations 

Nations on the maintenance of international peace and security, including 

particularly those envisaged in ChP.pter VII of the Charter and provided 

in the Declaration in question, for restorinr: the confidence of States in 

the United Nations and in the effectiveness of the Security Council, as 

the organ benrin~ primary responsibility for the maintenance of international 

peace and security." (A/C.l/33/L.60/Rev.l) 

The importance, therefore, of international security through the United 

Nations, in order that the organization could function properly and supply the 

needed security for the solution of problems, is paramountly established and 

recognized by all. 

I should now like to say a few words with regard to instances where we see 

the lack of international security in the world. One such instance is the lot 

of small States which have no army, which conduct themselves fully in accord 

with the Charter, 1..rhich depend for security on the Security Council, and rest 

entirely in the hands of the United Nations. What is their lot? I lvill quote a 

very recent instance. That of a peaceful and very constructive Member of the 

United Nations, Costa Rica. Costa Rica now suffers attacks and invasions from 

a nei~hbouring country. There seems to be no remedy, no protection for 

Costa Rica. This is a serious problem because there is a small country which 

is suffering because there is no international security in the world. It 

probably has not yet come to the Security Council for that reason. 

But I will go to a much stronger case, the case of Cyprus, which in 1974 
was the victim of a~gression and invasion. It was not merely a case of simple 

aggression and invasion but was aggravated because of the fact that it was followed 

immediately by the genocidal expulsion of the indigenous majority Greek-Cypriot 

population from the invaded area - namely, more than one third of the whole 

territory of the island - and by the importation of an alien population from 

another country to take the usurped homes and properties of the expelled 

population. All that was taking place in the face of unanimous Security Council 

decisions that have remained wholly unimplemented. 

That is an example, and I believe that that example is one of the causes of 

the ne1..r trends towards international security. Obviously, such situations are in 

the mind of the Secretary-General when he spells out in his reports that it is 

necessary ultimately to have international security through the United Nations 

by the implementation of Security Council decisions. 
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'There may 1Je other cases, but I have now mentioned t1-ro very important ones. 

One is a ;,<ost recent example a.nd the other has been a continuinr ap:gression for 

over four yerrs nm-r w·ithout any effective action by the Security Council, in spite 

of reneatec recourse to it 5 to implen,ent its unanimous decisions calling for the 

1-rithdraual of the foreign troops, the return of the refurees and the cessation of 

intervention. 

Having said all that I nm,r turn to the aspect of the relationship of 

international security to disarmament. This is really the more pertinent aspect 

but it is so obvious that I need not dvTell lone; U'!'On it. The ver;,r fact that 

international security ancJ the implementation of the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security coMe to the First Committee - althou~h the 

First Committee was to deal exclusively with disarmament ouestions - shows the 

close link and the interdependence of international security and disarmament. 

That linl;: has been further emphasized by the facts of life and also by the fact 

that one cannot :oroceed to disarmament 'irithout first having a halt in the arms 

race~ and a halt in the arms race cannot take place in a vacuum vrithout the 

existence of alternative security for nations other than through competition in 

armaments. That is the reRson vrhy the General Assembly decided to study the 

interrelationship between disarnament and international security. The special 

session decided further that that study should be continued, completed and 

presented to the General Assembly as a pro~ress report in 1979 and as a final 

report in 1980. 

All of this shovs the importance of international security for the functioning 

of the United Nations generally 1 for the peaceful settlement of disputes for peace 

and security, and also for bringing a halt to the arms race and for progress in 

disarmament. 
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'Ihe CHAIRMAN: This concludes the general debate of the First Committee on 

agenda item 50~ "Implementation of the Declaration on the Strengthening of 

International Security". 

As members of the Committee are aware, tomorrow will be the last working 

day of the First Committee. Perhaps I should state my intentions as Chairman in 

regard to how and in what order we should proceed to take decisions on the draft 

resolutions and documents submitted under item 50. 

vle shall, as always, unless there is a decision to the contrary, take the 

draft resolutions in the order in '\>rhich they have been submitted. 'Ihis means that 

tomorrow we shall first take up for consideration and decision draft resolution 

A/C.l/33/L.58. Members of the Committee will recall that it is the wish of the 

proponents of that draft resolution that it be accepted by consensus. Next we shall 

take up draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.59~ and after that draft resolution 

A/C.l/33/L.60. Last we shall take up draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.61. 

The representative of Venezuela has an important announcement to make to the 

Committee in regard to the last-named draft resolution. 

~uss LOPEZ (Venezuela) (interpretation from Spanish): On behalf of the 

co-sponsors of draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.61, I should like to announce that 

tomorrow 1-re shall be able to submit a revised text. Discussions are now being 

held between the co-sponsors and a number of delegations which have expressed 

deep concern over this item and wish to suggest amendments. By making this 

announcement we wish to facilitate the work of the First Committee and not to delay 

the date scheduled for the conclusion of its work. 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the representative of Venezuela for her announcement, 

which indeed I hope will facilitate the work of this Committee and the decision on 

this matter when we come to it tomorrow. 

I shall now call on those speakers who wish to exercise the right of reply. 

Before doing so, I wish to recall that the decisions of the General Assembly 

provide that a maximum of ten minutes may be taken for the exercise of the right 

of reply. 
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Mr. MONTIEL ARGUELLO (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish): ~he 

dele~ation of Nicaragua has taken cognizance of draft resolution A/C.l/33/1.61. 

Since that draft has not yet been introduced officially and in view of the 

statement just made by the representative of Venezuela, I shall not refer to it. 

I shall only exercise my ri{!ht of reply to answer the allegations made by the 

delegations of Cuba and Panama this afternoon. 

The representative of Cuba said that in my country there had been tens of 

thousands of dead. The Government of Nicaragua has confined itself to maintaining 

public order, vrhich is the duty of every Government. In this undertaking, it is 

true, we had to deplore losses of human lives, although not in the blatantly 

exaggerated numbers mentioned by the representative of Cuba. I am bound to say 

that responsibility for those deaths lies not with the Government but with the 

troublemakers who, with outside assistance, have tried to alter my country's 

constitutional regime. 

The representative of Panama mentioned a document of the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights which has not been accepted by my Government. It has, 

on the contrary, refuted it. At this time I shall not go into the reasons of my 

Government's refutation. One is that my Government was denied a sufficient 

opportunity to defend itself against those allegations, on which the Organization 

of American States still has to pronounce itself vrhen it has all the facts 

before it. It is not for this Organization to pronounce itself on that document, 

far less to use it as a basis for any resolution. 

~tr. PIZA ESCALANTE (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanish): The 

representative of Cuba, in his statement, referred to my country as the one most 

directly affected by the tragedy that the Nicaraguan people are undergoing. With 

all due respect, I1r. Chairman, I should like to state that my understanding was 

that the rule in regard to limiting the time allowed for the exercise of the right 

of reply applied only to the second time that right was used, but at any rate I 

shall try to confine myself to the period of 10 minutes mentioned by you. 

Costa Rica has been and continues to be the innocent victim of a situation which 

it has not sought but which it could not and cannot avoid, for this situation is 
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only the foreseeable and inevitable outcome of a tragedy uhich began for our 

brothers, the people of Nicaragua, 40 years ago when the founder of the dynast;r 

now governing that country was installed by the Marines who had been occupyin~ 

it since 1928. Our problems w·ith the Somoza dynasty began just about then. 

They have been with us continually and have culminated in an aggression -vrhich 

has already begun to take its toll of innocent lives. 
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As we see it, there are three reascns for that aggression. First the 

development of a growing rebellion of the peorle of Nicaragua against a regime 

tho_t w1cie oppression, the manipulation of democratic procedures - which were purely 

formal - and the destruction of the most sacred values of the Nicaraguan people 

its rule of conduct. This growing rebellion, which progressively engulfed all 

sectors of the population and overflowed the boundaries of the country, inevitably 

provoked an exodus of Nicaraguans to other countries, especially neighbouring 

countries, mine among them, to seek shelter from insecurity and persecution and 

the benefit of the political asylum which my country has made a sacred century-old 

tradition. This cannot or will not be understood by the Nicaraguan regime for 

which it is normal to claim that the Costa Ricans should ignore this sacred 

principle of political asylum by refusing admittance to its innocent victims and 

handing them over to their oppressors. That is why there have been attempts to 

have us close our borders to the victims of persecution and to hand them over to 

the Nicaraguan regime, and even threats, in the words of President Somoza, to have 

them pursued by his National Guard onto Costa Rican soil. His threats have in some 

cases been carried out and they keep our humble peasants in the area near the 

Nicaraguan border in a permanent state of fear. 

The second reason for our difficulties, which lS closely linked to the first, 

is the strategem - which obviously has been fruitless as well as unjustified - by 

the Somoza regime of trying, to our detriment, to divert the attention of the 

Nicaraguan people from their internal tragedy to an international conflict 

artificially provoked in a vain attempt to obtain some support and thus conceal 

the sufferings of the noble Nicaraguan people. 

The third reason for our troubles - the least avowed but perhaps the most 

profound - is the pure and simple fact that our presence on the southern side of 

the Nicaraguan border is a permanent lesson in peace, freedom and democracy that 

inevitably serves as an example and a point of reference for the Nicaraguan people, 

i<rhich asks with an ever louder voice how it can be possible that within such a 

short distance a brother people, closely linked by ties of blood, friendship and 

history) can live in conditions so different and far removed from its own. 
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The Government of Costa Rica has so far not wished to bring this problem 

before the United nations because it has accepted the premise that it should 

be the regional organization, the Organization of American States (OAS), which 

should first pronounce itself. He have nroceeded in thP same 1-ray on othPr 

occasions. He did so recently in a case which gave rise to a forceful 

pronouncement adopted by the OAS on 16 October 1978 -vrhich, inter alia, 

declared that body· s dPcision 
11 To censure and deplore the deliberate penetration of Costa Rican 

alr space and the acts committed by elements of the Hicaraguan air force 

on 12 and 13 September, bombing and machine-gunning Costa Ric~n civilians 

on the terri tory of Costa Rica11
• 

ThCLt decision was adopted by 19 votes in favour, none against and 2 abstentions. 

T>ro delegations did not participate in the voting. 

Fe raised th~ rnatter once rrore in that forum in view of new violations 

of our territory vhich this time left hro dead, calling for an urgent 

convening of the consultative organ or a consultative meeting of 

Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the same regional organization. 

Hc1-rever, we cannot avoid the challenge presented by draft resolution 

A/C.l/33/L.61, sponsored by the delegations of Colombia, Cuba, Guinea-Bissau, 

Panama, Venezuela and Democratic Yemen. He do not seek refuge from that 

challenc;e nor do we Ciuestion the full competence of the United Nations to 

discuss and decide on problems such as this vhich effectively pose serious 

threats to international peace and security, not only as regards my country 

but also as regards the entire region, because it would appear that the 

lTicarae;ua regime, in its folly, is determined to do away internally with its 

ovn people internally and to convert the vhole region into a holocaust. 

Costa Tiica is entirely blameless for the internal situation of lTicaragua, 

nor is it responsible for the fact that the Somoza rec;ime has violated the 

rights of the Hicarac;uan people as well as our territory and sovereiB}lty. 

He have complied with our international commitments and made every effort 

to maintain our neutrality, even at the risk of the lives of our mm Civil Guards 

of the President of our Republic and of the !11inisters who have constantly 

visited the border area. In these efforts, ve have paid dearly with the blood 

of Civil Guards and private citizens. 
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'Ihe 1fi carasruan Gov2 rnment would have us ret urn the refugees ; they \li sh us 

to chs<cl,rr,l, to interne a.Yld even in some cases to deuort the rebels vrho see}: 

asylum in Costa Rica, but we vvill not return t~·,ern. to be se.,crifict:d by tre 8.of'"·OZa 

r60irc.e • 'I'hs.t rer-ir:~e does not like OUr bein£_; a livinr exar1ple Of freedCTI and 

der•.ocn-!.cy for t:icaraguans. 

But our duties of neutrAlity cc:nnot flllo':r us t., ir-nore or to d.is;"uise the 

trat;edy of the J.Ticaraguan people w·hich c;oes beyond the limits of internal 

jurisdiction to l'ecol:he a problem for all mankind. 'l'his is vhy, uhen the 

r:mtter is urou~..::ht before an international orc;anization of ~rnich ~-re are a Mer.Jber, 

'·Te must speak the truth and warmly support the action called for in the 

clr::cft resolution. 

Fe are a peaceful, unarmed State. As alvrays, vre have recourse to 

internation8,l law and to the international organizations of which >ve are a 

me~iber. He 1voulcl therefore like to knov and ve have the right to ask if our 

:,. l~-8.rrnc;nen.t, our free::clon ancl our peace c2n finJ. r>rotection in the 

international comrrnnity. He are \veal:, but not cove.rdly as ve have proved 

on other occasions, includinc; the memorable one T,rhen the entire 

Coc: ca Hi can peo:9le went to war in 1G56 to assist our ITicaraguan brothers 

to free themselves from the oppression of Yanl;:ee free tooters. He are not 

covmrcls) neither are vre alone. 'l'bat means that there is a limit to our 

_L)atience and that >re are reachinc that limit. 

I do not be::Lieve that I need enumerate before this Cmmnittee the series 

of ··iolations of our sovereic;nty by the regime which ~~overns 1Ticaragua, although 

"", are prepared to do so. At any rate, we all know vrhat is happeninc; in 

i.fi carague.. All delee;ations lmow vrhat Costa Rica is and what the Governrent or 
Nicont;c:ua is. \Jhenever an investic;ation of this situation has leen corried out, we 

have been proved to be ric_ht. \!e believe that these precedents 1varrant our 

requestinc the international community to believe us and to support us. 
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'I'he CHAIRMAN: The representative of Nicaragua has asked to 1e allowed 

to speal<:: again in exercise of the right of reply. Before calling on him, I must 

say that it is not custcmary in the United Nations, and certainly is not my 

policy as Chairman of this Committee, to encourage or even to have 

situations where there is repeated exercise of the right of reply. 

All meniliers, including those who asK to be allowed to use the right of reply, 

cFtn vell imar:;ine •;~hat vould ha:rpen were stater:ents in exercise of the rir:.ht of 

reply t" continue une :>,fter the other c.C:dr<Cssing the same subject and the same 

countries. 

I call on the n'prPsPntt-ttivP of Hicara,o-ua. 
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J,1r. !10NTIE1 ARGUB110 (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish): 

'l'hc: rq1resentati ve of Costa Rica has replied to the representative of Cuba, 

but he has not dealt with anything he said. All he did 1-ras to use the 

•,JPIJortuni ty to criticize Nicarae;ua. 

Hicaragua has always tried to have good relations with Costa Rica, but 

that country has become a refuge for persons, not only Nicaraguans but foreigners 

as HEll, who are seeking to subvert the constitutional order in Nicaragua. 

\ve do not deny the right of asylum, but it imposes obligations on the country 

of asylllin, obligations that Costa Rica does not wish to comply with. Nicaragua 

has several times charged that guerrilla training camps have been established 

in Costa Rica. If Costa Rica complies with its international obligations, it 

-vrould then have good relations with Nicaragua, something we very much wish. 

The CHAIRMAN: The follmving countries have indicated their wish 

to become sponsors of the fol1owing draft resolutions: A/C.l/33/1.58, 

Dulr;aria, the United Republic of Cameroon and Congo; A/C.l/33/1.59, 

Afgl1anistan, Barbados, Egypt, Nepa1, Qatar, United Rerublic of Cameroon, 

Con[J"O and Tunisia~ A/C.l/33/1.60, United Republic of Cameroon and Congo; 

A/Col/33/1.61, Afghanistan. 

The meeting rose at 6.45 ~.m. 


